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Abstract

An electronic record management system (ERMS) is an application designed to improve the management of current electronic records in organizations. It is frequently integrated with an electronic document management system (EDMS), and thus becomes an electronic document/record management system (EDRMS). Document and record are different concepts in archival science and require different handling. Managing electronic documents focuses on bringing in organizations business-related benefits, such as enhanced information sharing and increased office productivity. Managing electronic records focuses on ensuring records reliability and authenticity. The development of EDMS is an industry response to the proliferation of electronic documents brought by digital technologies, while the development of ERMS involves research on the nature of electronic records, how to distinguish them from other electronic information, and how to protect their evidentiary value. Standards such as the DoD5015.2 specify functional requirements for designing an ERMS. Authoritative organizations test functionalities of commercial electronic records management systems, verifying their compliance with standards. There are, however, few systematic investigations done to evaluate the effectiveness of standard-compliant systems with respect to their operation in organizations. This thesis attempts to determine whether an EDRMS implemented in a Canadian municipality has achieved the goals set for its implementation.

Currently, there are no standardized methods or services assessing the
performance of either document or record management functions in an EDRMS. This thesis employs program evaluation, in particular, theory-driven program evaluation, as methodological framework, to assess the components of the city's EDRMS program. The research is designed as a survey and data are collected using a questionnaire. The evaluation questions were addressed to a particularly defined group of respondents, the users of the system who are charged with records management responsibilities in their offices or departments. Findings are reported in the form of summarized statistics. The evaluation concludes that the EDRMS program is an overall success in regards of both managing electronic documents and electronic records for this group of users. Further analyses and discussions of the findings identify issues and areas requiring improvements as well as suggest recommendations.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This thesis reports on a program evaluation of the implementation and operation of an EDRMS (Electronic Document/Record Management System) program within the setting of a Canadian municipality. An EDRMS is an integrated system designed for the management of electronic documents and electronic records generated in organizations. The city's EDRMS program is defined in accordance with program evaluation, which serves as the methodological framework for conducting the project. The Implementation of the program refers to the rationale underlying the decision of purchasing the EDRMS, while the operation refers to the conditions that impact the use of the EDRMS, and they will be assessed within the methodological framework of program evaluation. The methodological framework, theoretical foundation, data collection, findings, and analysis will constitute their respective chapters. This chapter focuses on the concepts and background information that are critical for the understanding of the system. This chapter will introduce the development of EDRMS in general as well as the particular system in the chosen city.

1.1 Document and Record

In archival science, a document means "an indivisible unit of information constituted by a message affixed to a medium (recorded) in a stable syntactic manner," and a record means "a document made or received in the course of a practical activity as an instrument or a by-product of such activity, and set aside"
for action or reference".¹ The definitions suggest that document and record are related concepts but with fundamental differences. A document is characterized by affixed medium and stabilized information, and is thus capable of conveying meanings and being consulted at any given time. A record inherits these characteristics as it is first a document, but possesses other unique ones as it is closely related to activities. The activity that gives rise to a record endows it with its archival nature, that is, its characteristics of naturalness, uniqueness, impartiality, interrelatedness, and authenticity.² In other words, since a record is generated or used by its creator in the course of conducting a specific activity, its creation is natural and the message it contains is unique. The record is also impartial because it is created or used for the need of conducting the activity and meant to fulfill practical purposes. In modern society, it is always true that more than one record is needed to complete an activity, and therefore records accumulated in the process of accomplishing the same activity are interrelated with each other, and together, they document the activity in which they are a part.³ This interrelated relationship gives rise to the core concept of archival science: the archival bond. The archival bond, manifested in record identifiers such as classification code, groups records of the same activity within the archival fonds. An archival fonds is the whole body of records accumulated by the same creator and preserved. The archival bond not only determines the structure of the archival

¹ Both definitions are from the "InterPARES 2 terminology database"; available from http://www.interpares.org/ip2/ip2_terminology_db.cfm; Internet; accessed 11 August 2006.
³ By qualifying this statement with "in modern society", I refer to the fact that, as described by Luciana Duranti, each medieval record contained the whole transaction that generated it since the record was made after the activity was completed. Luciana Duranti, "The Procedure of Creation of Documents," In Diplomats: New Use for an Old Science (Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 1998), 114
fonds, but also is itself an essential element composing a record. A document becomes a record when it acquires its archival bond. In order to reach effectiveness and to be relied on for subsequent actions or reference, a record must be reliable and authentic. A reliable record is a record capable of standing for the facts to which it attests, while an authentic record means it is what it purports to be and is free from tampering or corruption. Records reliability depends on the record-making authority, the degree of completeness, and the degree of control exercised in the record making-procedures. The protection of authenticity after records creation ensures their reliability over time. Although to serve as evidence for the activity that brought them into being is never the purpose or reason for their creation, records are capable of evidencing the activity because of these characteristics. Both documents and records have informational value; however, records' possession of evidentiary or probative value distinguishes them from documents fundamentally. This distinction not only manifests itself at the conceptual level, it also has practical implications on the handling of documents and records. For example, with the exception of copyright, no legal requirements are imposed on the management of documents created to disseminate information. By contrast, records must be managed with the thought in mind that they may serve as evidence in all manner of proceedings. Records management programs have long been established in organizations with

5 This is not to say records are born with reliability and authenticity. Those records whose reliability and authenticity cannot be established can still be records if their creator treats them as such. However, they may not being trusted as evidence in litigation. To ensure records' reliability and to protect records authenticity is an important aim records management.
responsibilities of assisting the creation, use, and maintenance of current records. Records management tools (such as classification and retention schedules) are employed to enable management of records throughout their lifecycle, and various controls are exercised on records to ensure their authenticity and to prevent unauthorized access to them.

1.2 Electronic Document and Electronic Document Management System (EDMS)

Electronic documents have been the subject of discussion since the introduction of personal computers into organizational environments. For the purpose of this thesis, electronic documents are defined as documents generated in electronic format; or to be specific, they are documents generated utilizing computer hardware and software, recorded on digital storage media, and transmitted through network infrastructure, including documents generated in the first instance using digital technology and documents converted to digital format from analogue sources. The purpose of defining them this way is to place the emphasis on the unchanged nature of the concept: electronic documents are still documents and they have the same features of stable content and a fixed medium.

---


9 The use of the term "electronic" to describe this type of documents (and records in the next section) is less precise than the term "digital," because documents and records generated by personal computers or imaged through scanners (and sometimes OCR'd using Optical Character Recognition technology) are indeed coded by "digits", and hence the term "digital" is more accurate. The term "digital" also makes sense when we consider the above mentioned technologies are commonly collectively called "digital technologies". Moreover, electronic means can be used to produce many analogue products such as analogue audios and videos, which are different from the documents generated by computers. Nevertheless, the terms "electronic", "electronic document", and "electronic record" are still used in this thesis for the purpose of being consistent with the widely used term "electronic," as in Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) and Electronic Records Management System (ERMS).
What has changed is how they are created and recorded. Electronic records are different from paper records in format because they are created and recorded using technologies that are different from writing on paper. This different format consequently causes changes in their use and maintenance, as it allows and, in most cases, requires that they are managed in the electronic environment; that is, by particularly designed computer applications. An electronic document management system (EDMS) is such an application. When supported by an operating system, storage media, and network infrastructure, an EDMS offers management functions addressing the challenges and issues associated with managing the vast volume of electronic documents that exist in organizations today.

Definitions of EDMS can be found in the archival community (such as the National Archives of Australia (NAA)), in the records management field (such as the Association for Information and Image Management (AIIM) and the Association of Records Managers and Administrators (ARMA)), and in technical standards (such as the Design Criteria Standard for Electronic Records Management Software Applications (DoD 5015.2-STD)). In its Digital Recordkeeping Guidelines, NAA refers to an EDMS as "an automated system used to support the creation, use and maintenance of electronically created documents for the purposes of improving an organization's workflow."\(^\text{10}\) The AIIM/ARMA TR48-2004 technical report describes an EDMS as "a set of

software/hardware applications that electronically manages electronic documents contained in an information technology system, using computer equipment and software to manage, control, locate, and retrieve information in the electronic system."\textsuperscript{11} The DoD 5015.2-STD considers an EDMS "a system used for managing documents that allows users to store, retrieve, and share them with security and version control."\textsuperscript{12} These definitions vary in some aspects and overlap in others; nevertheless, they collectively denote the typical functions of an EDMS, which

a) support document creation through integration with document-creation software applications (such as MS office);

b) provide storage management coordinating hardware and software applications (typically a single user interface view of multiple databases on designated document servers with check-in/check-out control of documents in the electronic repository);

c) provide document retrieval and information sharing through integration with search software applications;

d) provide document viewing and editing, access and version control,

\textsuperscript{11} AIIM/ARMA Standards Committee on Integration of Electronic Document Management Systems (EDMS) and Electronic Records Management Systems (ERMS) Functional Requirements, \textit{Technical Report: Framework for Integration of Electronic Document Management Systems and Electronic Record Management Systems} (ANSI/AIIM/ARMA TR48-2004), 6. The report can be ordered at the ARMA's website, http://www.arma.org/bookstore/productdetail.cfm?ProductID=1479. It was published simultaneously by AIIM International and ARMA International In July 2004, and registered with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The committee was comprised of a group of individuals and organizations who worked with AIIM International, representatives from ARMA International, the United States federal agencies including the National Archives and Records Administration, representatives from software vendors and systems integration companies, and other interested parties. The technical report defines, describes, and differentiates EDMS and ERMS, and provides a framework for their integration. Its Foreword contains the following statement: "This report is a living document that will evolve as others comment on its contents, as the industry continues to change, as integration experience is gained, and as business needs are assessed." Hereafter cited as "The Technical Report."

and history/audit trails through design of the EDMS software; and

e) manage a variety of document types including both born digital
documents and digital reproductions of hard copies (typically
through scanning)

These functions, referred as document management functions in this
thesis, point out the focus of the EDRM: it is by design a management tool for
controlling work-in-progress documents, promoting effective use and re-use of
information, and facilitating the creation of records - which are eventually printed
out on paper.

1.3 Electronic Record and Electronic Record Management
System (ERMS)

The practice of records management remained unchanged at the
beginning phase of the use of computer technologies in organizations. Most
organizations continued to rely on managing records in their traditional systems
into which paper copies of documents generated using computers were inserted.
Records management requirements such as classification and retention only
applied to these printouts as they were treated as official records, and the
disposition of what remained in the computer was often at the employees' discretion. The justifications for treating printouts as records and freely destroying
information generated in electronic systems were seriously challenged in the case
of electronic mail systems, most notably in Armstrong v. Executive Office of the
President (also known as the PROFS case). In this decade-long litigation over the
creation, use, management, and preservation of White House electronic mail
messages, the government argued that the IBM PROFS (Professional Office System) - the e-mail system used by the U.S. National Security Council - was purely a communication substitute for the telephone and not a recordkeeping system, and therefore contained no records. E-mail messages that were determined by officers to be records were printed out and managed as such. Therefore, it was argued, the erasure of e-mail messages in the system fully complied with the records management policies and procedures established by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). On the other side, the plaintiff, a non-profit organization called the National Security Archives, which collects and disseminates copies of declassified United States government records, claimed the erasure of the e-mail messages in the system was a violation of both the Federal Records Act and the Presidential Records Act, because the e-mail messages in question qualified as records under these acts. The court eventually ruled against all the government’s claims. It ruled that printouts of electronic messages were not capable of capturing the information accompanying electronic messages, and therefore were not the equivalents of them. Instead, they should be managed in the agency’s recordkeeping system, preserved as evidence of administrative activities, and could only be destroyed with approval from NARA.¹³

This high profile case raised questions about records in electronic format,

their nature and the measures for managing them. The concern about electronic records in the archival and records management community was in fact expressed. An indication is the ACCIS (Advisory Committee for the Coordination of Information Systems) study undertaken in 1987 by the United Nations (UN). This study aimed at identifying issues relating to the management of electronic records in UN organizations and developing recordkeeping guidelines to address them. The UN published the report of the study, entitled Management of Electronic Record: Issues and Guidelines, in 1990, with twenty-seven issues identified and a chapter of electronic records management guidelines, subtitled: A manual for policy development and implementation. The report covers such issues as the definition of electronic record, assurance of their authenticity, integration of record-making procedures with business procedures, and security measures, which all needed to be resolved by UN organizations. The UN subsequently extended the scope of its Archives and Records Management Section to include electronic records in 1991 by establishing an electronic records program.\textsuperscript{14} While the guidelines and recommendations were not implemented immediately by organizations due to various factors, the issues identified by the study have proven to be common for all organizations that had started office automation initiatives.

The questions raised by the PROFS case, the very issues identified in the ACCIS study, and the widely recognized necessity of distinguishing records from

other types of information in electronic systems, inspired the formulation of a research project, entitled *Preservation of the Integrity of Electronic Records*, commonly referred to as "the UBC Project". This project centered itself on the identification of electronic records as they are actively used in electronic systems and identified conceptual requirements for guaranteeing their reliability and authenticity. The findings of the project will be discussed in detail in the next chapter because of its close relationship with the DoD5015.2 standard, which, in turn, is highly relevant to the current research. There are others research projects focusing on electronic records, such as the Pittsburgh Project and the Indiana University Electronic Records Project. However, these projects did not have a noticeable impact on electronic records management.

With the legally established status of electronic records as records and the continued advance of office automation, electronic records have gradually entered the mainstream of records management in organizations in both the public and private sectors. A survey conducted in 2005 by Cohasset Associates reports that 65% of responding organizations state that electronic records have been included in their organizations' current records programs, a 15% increase over a similar survey conducted in 2003. The Cohasset report cites five factors as contributing to this significant improvement, one of which is the "increasingly robust and

---


integrated technology solutions offered in the marketplace." An EDMS that only has document management functions and only supports records creation in printed format obviously does not fall into the category of "robust" and "integrated" technology. The EDMS solution is no longer sufficient for record creation, because many born electronic records, such as e-mail messages and dynamic/interactive Web content do not have paper equivalents. The dramatically increased number of online government and commercial services requires organizations to manage records in their electronic formats. For the purpose of this thesis, electronic records are defined as records in electronic format and they form a subset of electronic documents. The concept of record in this definition remains unchanged from the sense it has had in the traditional environment. An electronic record is an electronic document made or received in the course of a practical activity as an instrument or a by-product of such activity, and kept for action or reference. That they are only a subset of electronic documents means not all documents satisfy the qualifiers in the definition. EDMS applications do not possess functions capable of maintaining the probative value of electronic records. In other words, EDMS applications manage documents as discrete units and solely focus on information sharing, cost saving, and productivity. They lack the function that links records to their generating activity, and therefore fail to capture the contexts in which the evidentiary quality of records can effectively be assessed.

17 Williams and Ashley, 5. The other four factors are: new regulations - particularly Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA; significant court decisions - such as Zubulake v. UBS Warburg2 and Perelman v. Morgan Stanley; the 2003 Cohasset ARMA AII M Survey - A Call to Action White Paper which authoritatively detailed the severity of current problems regarding the management of electronic records; and the growing realization that good records management is the keystone to achieving compliance which, in turn, is essential to senior management's goal of effective governance.
Electronic records management systems are designed to accommodate the specific needs of managing electronic records. The definitions of ERMS can also be found from the above same sources that define EDMS, but none of them is able to clearly distinguish ERMS from EDMS. Why this is so is wrapped up in the evolution of document and records management software. According to the Technical Report, there are five identifiable methods companies have used to develop electronic records management capacity:

a) developing paper based records management systems to which ERMS functionality was added;
b) developing EDMS systems to which ERMS functionality was added;
c) providing ERMS software and toolkits for integrating ERMS with other applications;
d) (more recently) developing fully integrated EDMS/ERMS by migrating EDMS or ERMS code into their original application; and
e) offering an ERMS model in which ERMS functionality is partially embedded in enterprise applications, which reserves some ERMS functionality for a metadata server.\(^{18}\)

To avoid confusion, an ERMS in this thesis is defined as a computer system with specialized functions targeting the management of electronic records designed in accordance with established records management principles and practices while taking into consideration their electronic format. Regardless of the

\(^{18}\) The Technical Report, iv.

The "enterprise application" in the last bullet refers to the technological solution addressing the full range of information systems in organizations currently under strong avocation in the content management field. In this vision, EDMS and ERMS are two components in an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) application.
differing methods of building them, electronic records management systems typically allow organizations to:

a) mark electronic documents as read-only electronic records;
b) protect records against modification or tampering;
c) file records according to an organizational file plan or taxonomy for categorization;
d) mark records as vital records;
e) assign retention rules to records;
f) freeze and unfreeze retention rules;
g) apply access and security controls to records (security rules for electronic records may differ from the source electronic document in the EDMS); and
h) have history/audit trails of actions taken on records.

It is easy to observe that as stand-alone systems, many functions of EDMS and ERMS overlap. Nevertheless, the most fundamental functional differences and the most typical relationship between the two systems can be briefly summarized as follows:

a) Documents can be created, edited, altered, deleted, or saved in an EDMS. Saved documents may be declared as records and copies of such documents may be exported to the control of an ERMS.
b) Records can be exported from an ERMS to an EDMS for content re-use, but no editing, altering, or deleting of records in the ERMS environment is permitted. The re-used content of records in an EDMS may be combined and aggregated to create new
documents, which may be declared as records.\textsuperscript{19}

Standards or specifications have been developed spelling out the desired functional requirements for the design of an ERMS. The DoD 5015.2-STD is one of them. The standard is issued under the authority of DoD Directive 5015.2, \textit{Department of Defense Records Management Program}, which provides implementation and procedural guidance for the management of records in the Department of Defense (DoD). The functionalities mandated by the standard were based in considerable measure on the findings of the UBC project. The DoD standard was developed to ensure that only ERMS products that are compliant with its terms can be acquired and installed by agencies or offices of the Department, which are encouraged to identify and satisfy their additional needs in any given implementation. In 2003, NARA, which participated in the revision of the standard, endorsed its use by all United States federal agencies.\textsuperscript{20} Many state agencies and commercial enterprises have followed suit, making it the de facto ERMS design standard in the United States. The testing and certification program for the standard allows ERMS software vendors to receive a multi-year certification, and the certification of a product acts as the best reference for organizations when making purchasing decisions. The functional requirements relevant to the current research will be discussed in conjunction with the UBC project in greater detail in the next chapter.

\textsuperscript{19} See a functionality comparison between an EDMS and an ERMS provided by the "Model Requirements for the Management of Electronic Record (MoReq)", available from http://www.cornwell.co.uk/moreq.html; Internet; accessed 15 August 2006: 63-64

1.4 Integration of EDMS and ERMS

The need to integrate EDMS and ERMS comes from the organization's desire for both documents and records management functions. Before the latest development, EDMS and ERMS were designed separately, and this is because EDMS was developed first and its development did not take into consideration records management requirements. The separately designed stand-alone EDMS and ERMS have many overlapping functions, and they need to be streamlined by integration. Because the manner in which the two systems can be integrated is case-specific, depending on the product the organization purchases and the time when it is purchased, the following discussions is put in the context of the subject of this evaluation research, that is, the EDRMS in the chosen city, a system with integrated EDMS and ERMS functions.

The city selected as the research site has a well- and long-established records management program equipped with trained records management professionals.21 It first implemented its electronic document management (DM) system, a Hummingbird product, in the mid-1990s for the purpose of bringing better management of electronic documents, fostering the sharing of organizational information, and increasing office productivity. The city's Records Management (RM) department realized that the DM was insufficient for managing records, however, an ERMS with document creation function or an EDMS with

---

21 The records management program was formally established in 1986 and it has a corporate-wide universal file plan established around the same time - which is always a good indicator of systematical and consistent management of records. The city issued its records management bylaw in 2001, including electronic record in its records management scope.
records management capacities was not available at that time. When Hummingbird subsequently developed its records management module, the RM department decided to integrate the DM module with the RM module.

According to the Technical Report on the integration of EDMS and ERMS, integration means "the combination of several software applications such that data can be transferred from one application to others through a consistent interface so as to better coordinate tasks and merge information." This report also identifies three approaches, Integration of Stand-Alone EDMS and ERMS, Integrated EDMS/ERMS, and Integrating ERMS into an EDMS Repository/Server to bring in the two systems together. The add-on of the Hummingbird RM module to its DM product generally falls into the third approach.

By this approach, the DM and RM modules are integrated into one end-user interface with the DM repository/server architecture serving as one single centralized documents and records repository. The RM module identifies and categorizes records within the DM module in which the records are originally created. After this capture, information is then sent to a metadata server that tracks the retention, litigation hold, and other lifecycle management aspects of the records while they continue to reside in the DM repository. The RM module manages the classification system, retention schedules, and the disposition process. This approach avoids the redundancy of storage, retrieval, and backup.

---

22 The Technical Report, 4
23 J. Timothy Sprehe, "A Framework for EDMS/ERMS Integration," The Information Management Journal 38 (November/December 2004): 54-62. A general observation for the EDMS/ERMS industry is the development for such system is moving toward the unified EDMS/ERMS approach as a single-product solution.
technologies, because documents and records are actually stored in one location, in contrast to other integration approaches that require transferring of identified records from the EDMS server to the ERMS server. It also eliminates the heavy network traffic caused by the transferring of records between EDMS and ERMS environments.

The Hummingbird RM module is a DoD 5015.2-STD compliant product, first certified in 1995 and subsequently recertified periodically. Compliance is tested by DoD's Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC), which issues certification based on the evaluation of the capability of the software to meet defined records management requirements.\(^{24}\) The Hummingbird product currently used in the city is the Hummingbird DM/RM 5.1.05, which will be referred as the EDRMS or the system in the rest of this text. Because the system has operated for more than 10 years, it is a good time to evaluate its performance.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized into six chapters. In addition to this introduction chapter, they are, Chapter 2, Literature Review, Chapter 3, Research Methodological Design, Chapter 4, Data Analysis and Findings, Chapter 5, Discussions and Implications, and Chapter 6, Conclusions. Chapter 2 examines relevant literature, which in a broader sense include standards related to the system and EDRMS implementation case studies from both system developers

\(^{24}\) The list of certified products can be accessed at the Joint Interoperability Test Command website, "DoD 5015.2-STD Compliant Product Registers"; available from [http://jitec.fhu.disa.mil/reemgt/register.html](http://jitec.fhu.disa.mil/reemgt/register.html); Internet; accessed 29 August 2006.
and records management practitioners - in addition to academic writings. Chapter 2 also identifies the research question this study aims to answer. Chapter 3 introduces in detail the research methodology, research design, and research method employed by this study and its application on the evaluation of the EDRMS program. Chapter 4 presents data and reports summarized findings based on data analysis. Chapter 5 further analyzes data in light of the summarized findings and discusses identified issues and their implications. The final chapter presents conclusions drawn from data analysis and offers suggestions for identified issues.
Chapter 2 Literature Review

As introduced in the previous chapter, the findings of the UBC project and the requirements in DoD5015.2-STD have direct relevance to the current study. This chapter will begin with a close analysis of that relevance. It will then examine other similar standards, and consider reports on and evaluations of EDRMS performance. Finally, it will define the scope of this research and the areas it intends to investigate.

2.1 The UBC Project

The UBC project was conceived by Luciana Duranti and Terry Eastwood in the School of Library, Archival and Information Studies at the University of British Columbia (UBC), Canada, and aimed to “identify and define the requirements for creating, handling and preserving reliable and authentic electronic records.”\(^{25}\) It employed a deductive research design, that is, it started with theories and tested the theories by applying them to concrete instances. The theories guiding the project came from diplomatics and archival science, with diplomatics studying records as individual units and archival science studying records as aggregates. Diplomatics is a body of concepts and methods, originally developed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, "for the purpose of proving the reliability and authenticity of documents,"\(^{26}\) while archival science “analyses [records’]


documentary and functional interrelationships, and studies the ways in which the records with all their relations can be controlled and communicated.\textsuperscript{27} The concepts taken from the two disciplines, when harmonized as a cohesive whole, formed the conceptual basis for the research team to study the characteristics of electronic records and how they could be recognized. The project constructed templates for identifying the elements that an ideal record should possess, first in the traditional recordmaking environment, and then in the electronic environment. The project concluded that the essential elements qualifying a traditional record, namely medium, form, persons, action, context, archival bond, and content, were applicable to electronic records, although the manifestations of some elements would be different due to the different recordmaking technologies. This means, to qualify as an electronic record, the entity in an electronic system must possess these elements, or, in other words, these elements serve as identifiers for records generated in electronic systems. As discussed in the introduction, a document in paper format is an indivisible unit of information with stable content and fixed medium, and this still holds true for a document generated by digital technologies. For an electronic record to exist, it must be fixed to a medium and its content must be stabilized. It must also possess identifiable persons, contexts, and be connected to the action in which it participates. The persons concurring in the process of records generation, who may either be physical or juridical persons, are the author, writer, and addressee. The author is the person competent to issue the record or in whose name or by whose command the record has been

\textsuperscript{27} Ibid., 215.
issued, the writer is the person competent for the articulation of the content of the record, and the addressee is the person to whom the record is directed or for whom the record is intended. These persons sometimes may be the same person depending on the type and purposes of the record generated. As context can basically relate to anything around the creation of the record, the project identifies five contexts necessary for the creation and understanding of electronic records. From general to specific, they are juridical-administrative context, provenancial context (that is, information about the record-creating body), procedural context, documentary context (that is, the fonds and its internal structure), and technological context.28 As in paper record systems, the archival bond, which connects the record to the action that brought it into being, acts as the most critical differentiator that separates an electronic record from an electronic document, which may contain the other elements but does not have its relationships with other records of the same activity manifested in some way, such as by classification. The form of a record refers to "the rules of representation that allow for the communication of its content."29 It has two types: physical form, which contains the attributes that determine the external make-up of the record, and intellectual form, which comprise the attributes that represent and communicate the action and its immediate contexts.30 The analysis of the forms in diplomatics is the primary means of assessing records' reliability and authenticity after their creation. The concepts of reliability and authenticity apply to

28 Duranti, Eastwood, and MacNeil, Preservation of the Integrity of Electronic Records, 9-20
29 Ibid., 13
30 Ibid., 14
electronic records; however, the project realized that to assess the reliability and authenticity of electronic records after creation is much more difficult because records can be easily manipulated or forged in an electronic system without leaving discernible trace on the face of the record. As to the two conditions of establishing a record’s reliability, the completeness of its documentary form and the amount of control exercised on the process of its creation, the latter becomes more critical for electronic records. It is the same with record authenticity, the control needed for protecting authenticity should be established at the record making and record keeping stages.

With this recognition and based on the analysis of the nature of electronic records, the project developed business rules for ensuring the reliability and authenticity of electronic records when they are created and maintained in the organization’s recordmaking and recordkeeping systems. For creating and maintaining electronic records as records, the project identified rules, such as “creating a record profile for every record in the records system.” A record profile is conceived as an electronic form containing descriptive information created for an electronic record at the time of it being saved into the electronic system, the purpose of which “is to identify a record in a unique manner and to place it in relation to other records belonging in the same aggregation.” This descriptive information, or metadata, included protocol number, dates, names and addresses of the three persons (author, writer, and addressee), class code, action

32 Ibid., 31.
or matter, number of attachments, handling office, and so on. A protocol number, or registration number, is a consecutive number assigned to each incoming or outgoing record. The dates are identified in relation to the lifecycle of the record. The most important ones are the date of receipt, the date of transmission, the date of the record (that is, the date assigned to it by the author), and the archival date (that is, the date assigned to it by the records office). In addition to identifying records, this descriptive information can also be utilized to facilitate records retrieval. In line with the conceptual foundation, the project promotes “retrieving records in context”, meaning to retrieve electronic records along with their profiles, attachments and annotations (if any), and profiles of other related records, for the purpose of allowing records to be viewed in the contexts surrounding them. As with traditional management of paper records, intellectual control over records, such as index and thesaurus, were also identified as facilitating tools that provided access points for retrieving records effectively.\textsuperscript{33}

For ensuring and protecting the reliability and authenticity of electronic records, the project formulated a set of procedural controls to be applied during their creation, use, and maintenance, including “establishing agency-wide control over all the records in the records system” and “establishing and implementing access privileges”.\textsuperscript{34} The specific methods for ensuring record reliability in its creation phase include “integrating business and documentary procedures” and “classifying records”. These methods provide the means of protecting records

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., 35-36.
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., 39-56.
authenticity. In addition, a set of additional methods were identified such as “controlling the handling and use of records”, “controlling the transmission of records”, and “managing the scheduling and disposition of records”. These methods involved implementing procedural rules such as controlling annotations, protecting confidentiality, and controlling drafts and copies. Another critical method involved creating, managing, and executing a retention schedule. A retention schedule “is a timetable associated with each class of record that determines its period of active, and semi-active retention, establishes the office of primary responsibility (usually the office issuing the record and responsible for maintaining it in terms of the records schedule) and indicates the final disposition of the records”.\textsuperscript{35} The project also recommended integrating retention schedules with classification, because managing records in classes facilitates their disposition. To illustrate all the activities of electronic records management, the project created a model of lifecycle management of the whole body of records generated in an organization or agency. Rules were written, accompanying the model, in order to provide guidance for records management personnel to establish procedures capable of ensuring and guaranteeing the creation and keeping of reliable and authentic records.\textsuperscript{36}

The findings of the project establish the grounds for effectively managing electronic records in organizations.\textsuperscript{37} They suggest that electronic records must

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 52
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid., 92-143
\textsuperscript{37} The project team in fact conducted the research and communicated its findings with a hybrid records management system - a system managing both paper and electronic records - in mind. Consideration of paper records in a hybrid environment is intentionally omitted here because the discussion in this thesis...
be identified first from other types of electronic information and then particular and specific management controls need to be developed, and to achieve both, the solution should be a combination of procedures and technologies. The most noticeable solution built upon such a combination is the DoD5015.2 standard, which is a standard specifying functional requirements for software applications designed for managing electronic records. Many of the functional requirements are translated from the findings of the UBC project, as this will be demonstrated in the section that follows.

2.2 The DoD 5015.2 Standard

The United States Department of Defense developed a standard, commonly labeled DoD 5015.2-STD, that sets forth mandatory baseline functional requirements and identifies non-mandatory features deemed desirable for records management application (RMA) software. The standard was formulated to give software developers criteria that their products would have to meet in order for offices of the Department of Defense to purchase them. A RMA in this standard is defined as the "software used by an organization to manage its records."38 Its primary functions are "categorizing and locating records and identifying records that are due for disposition."39 It also "stores, retrieves, and disposes of the electronic records that are stored in its repository."40 A RMA is considered as an electronic records management system (ERMS) in this thesis because its

---

38 United States Department of Defense, 17. (full citation in chapter 1)
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
definition and functions fit into the ERMS defined in the previous chapter for the purpose of this thesis. The term “RMA” will only be used in the following introduction to, and discussion on, the DoD standard.

The standard relied heavily on the work that members of DoD’s Records Management Task Force of the mid-1990s did with researchers in the UBC Project. Chapter 2 of the standard covers the main facets of electronic records management: implementing file plans, scheduling records, declaring and filing records, storing records, access control, and system audits. It also provides sets of detailed requirements within each facet. The following statements from the standard are linked to concepts articulated and utilized in determining procedural guidelines by the UBC Project, as indicated in italics in the bracket after each requirement. Familiarity with these requirements will also be useful for the understanding of the ERMS selected as the subject of this research, which is a DoD5015-STD certified product. Each statement is preceded by reference to the section from which it comes in Chapter 2.

C2.2.1.4 “RMAs shall ensure that identifiers are unique so that ambiguous assignments, links, or associations cannot occur.” (record component: procedural context)

C2.2.3.8 “RMAs shall prevent subsequent changes to electronic records stored in its supported repositories. The content of the record, once filed, shall be preserved.” (record components: content, archival bond; procedural rule: authenticity protection)

41 For details on the close collaboration between the Records Management Task Force and the UBC project, see Duranti, Eastwood, and MacNeil, Preservation of the Integrity of Electronic Records, 6-7.
C2.2.3.9 "RMAs shall not permit modification of the metadata fields indicated by this Standard as not editable." (procedural rule: reliability assurance and authenticity protection)

C2.2.5.1. "RMAs shall provide at least one portal that provides access to all associated repositories and databases storing electronic records and their metadata." (Record component: medium; procedural rule: agency-wide control over all records)

C2.2.5.2. "The RMAs shall prevent unauthorized access to the repository(ies)." (procedural rule: access privilege)

The audience for the standard is primarily software developers and organizations or agencies that intend to purchase such software.\textsuperscript{42} However, parts of it speak directly to the roles persons play in implementing, administering, and using a RMA. The standard defines Application Administrators as "individuals who are responsible for setting up the RMA infrastructure (DL1.1.4 in the definition section.)," Privileged Users as "individuals who are given special permission to perform functions beyond those of typical users (DL1.1.61)," and "Authorized Individual" as "a Records Manager or other person specifically designated by the Records Manager as responsible for managing various aspects of an organization's records (DL1.1.8)."

General users of the RMA are referred as "users" or "typical users" by the standard. The following requirements are related to the general users of a RMA, in such a way that they either indicate user responsibilities, such as profiling and

\textsuperscript{42} Stating that the agencies and organizations are also audiences of the standard is because the Standard allows customization in many aspects, and knowing these requirements should benefit customer-initiated configurations.
classifying records, or regulate the assistance a RMA should provide for users to discharge these responsibilities, such as automatic data population. These responsibilities and assistance will be indicated in italics in the bracket after each requirement.

C2.2.3.11. "For records that are being filed via the user interface, RMAs shall provide the user with the capability to edit the record metadata prior to filing the record, except for data specifically identified in this Standard as not editable." (responsibility)

C2.2.4.3. "RMAs shall provide the user the option of filing e-mail and all its attachment(s) as a single record, or filing selected e-mail item(s) as individual record(s), or to do both." (responsibility)

C2.2.3.10 "RMAs shall (for all records) capture, populate, and/or provide the user with the capacity to populate the metadata elements before filing the record." (assistance)

C2.2.3.25. "RMAs shall provide the capability for users to create and maintain shortened "quick-pick" lists from the authorized lists." (assistance)

C2.2.3.26. "RMAs shall provide the capability for users to create and maintain templates that automatically populate commonly used data into record metadata fields." (assistance)

The following requirements address a RMA's record-locating functions,\(^\text{43}\) which can be categorized as locating method and post-search management. They will also be indicated in italics in the bracket after each requirement.

\(^\text{43}\) The term "locate", instead of "search", is used here because these functions include "browse" as well as "search". In common usage, browse means to find a record through navigating file directories, and search refers to find a record through executing certain search criteria. For the same reason, the term "find" will be used interchangeably with "locate" in the rest of the thesis.
C2.2.6.8.1. “RMAs shall allow users to browse the records stored in the file plan based on their user access permissions.” (locating method: browse)

C2.2.6.8.2. “RMAs shall allow searches using any combination of the record and/or folder metadata elements.” (locating method: simple search)

C2.2.6.8.3. “RMAs shall allow the user to specify partial matches and shall allow designation of "wild card" fields or characters.” (locating method: simple search)

C2.2.6.8.4. “RMAs shall allow searches using Boolean and relational operators: "and," "and not," "or," "greater than" (>), "less than" (<), "equal to" (=), and "not equal to" (<>), and provide a mechanism to override the default (standard) order of precedence.” (locating method: advanced search)

C2.2.6.8.5. “RMAs shall present the user a list of records and/or folders meeting the retrieval criteria, or notify the user if there are no records and/or folders meeting the retrieval criteria. RMAs shall allow the user to select and order the columns presented in the search results list for viewing, transmitting, printing, etc.” (post-search management: displaying and sorting search results)

C2.2.6.8.7. “RMAs shall provide to the user's workspace (filename, location, or path name specified by the user) copies of electronic records, selected from the list of records meeting the retrieval criteria, in the format in which they were provided to the RMA for filing.” (post-search management: setting up workspace based on search results)

These requirements together shape a well-conceived system, at least in theory, that controls the creation, use, and maintenance of electronic records. A system designed as such should be capable of ensuring records reliability and protecting records authenticity and at the same time providing technological assistance to general users of the system, who begin to share records
management responsibility in a RMA environment.

2.3 Other Efforts to Define ERMS Requirements

Three other attempts to define requirements for electronic records management are noteworthy: the MoReq (Model Requirements for the Management of Electronic Record) specification, the TNA (United Kingdom, The National Archives) requirements, and the NAA (National Archives of Australia, 2006) specifications. The MoReq specification was prepared for the IDA (Data between Administrations) Program of the European Commission by Cornwell, a consultancy firm based in the United Kingdom, under the guidance of a group of experts drawn from a number of countries. While the specification was primarily developed by consultants, the majority of the review experts came from archival schools or archival institutions.44

The methodology of constructing the specification was to analyze existing standards, guidelines, research findings, and other references, which include, among others, the findings of the UBC project and the DoD5015.2-STD.45 In addition to expert review, the development project went through a validation process, which, through a questionnaire, collected feedback from software suppliers and records managers in both the public and private organizations. There is, however, no information provided regarding what feedback was collected and how it was considered by the project team.46 The goal of the project is to identify generic, model requirements covering different countries, different industries and different types of records. It states that its development has taken traditional archival science and records

44 For the list of the names of the project team, see MoReq, 121
45 MoReq, 117
46 For the process of developing the specification, see MoReq, 118.
management disciplines into account (the expert review), and heavily emphasizes its practical usability. While primarily focusing on specifying requirements for an ERMS, the specification also addresses the incorporation of records management requirements with requirements for document management, workflow, metadata, and other related technologies. It believes that the requirements embodied in the specification should result in a system capable of managing electronic records with the "desired levels of confidence and integrity." Its coverage is certainly broader than that of the DoD standard since it means to be generic and not platform-specific, but the mandatory functions it specifies are not different from those in the DoD. They are therefore not discussed further in this thesis.

The TNA requirements were developed by the United Kingdom National Archives as one among a series of documents collectively titled as Requirements for Electronic Records Management Systems. The other three are a metadata standard, a reference document, and an implementation guide, and they are required to be consulted in conjunction with each other when implementing an ERMS. These requirements were originally formulated in 1999 and revised in 2002 for the purpose of assisting United Kingdom government agencies to manage electronic records through deploying an ERMS. Its 2002 revision took into account feedback from government departments, developments in the e-government context, experience in testing software applications, and the requirements from new legislation on data protection and freedom of information. It also incorporates

47 MoReq. 4
requirements specified in MoReq. As in the DoD5015.2 standard and the MoReq specification, the TNA requirements include both mandatory (core) and optional elements, and the core requirements are organized into categories of records management activities (such as records organization, retention and disposal, search, display and presentation) and system management activities (such as access control and audit).

The NAA specification was posted on the NAA's website in 2006 as an exposure draft. It is one development in a suite of standards, policies and guidelines developed by the NAA to assist Australian government agencies to manage electronic records. The centerpiece of the suite is the DIRKS Manual, a methodology recommended by the NAA for agencies to design and implement recordkeeping systems. The functional specification for ERMS was developed to accompany this methodology through specifying requirements for agencies who intend either to purchase or design an ERMS. The reference publications used in developing these specifications include the MoReq specification and the TNA requirements. The requirements in the specification are also generic in nature, and they are set out in a familiar pattern for identifying and presenting requirements.

49 Ibid., 1
52 National Archives of Australia, "Functional Specifications for Electronic Records Management Systems Software," 32
2.4 EDRMS Implementation Case Studies

While the most influential research projects on managing electronic records were led by archival scholars and carried out under the guidance of archival/records management principles, scholarly studies from the archival community remain relatively silent on the topic of EDRMS. This is probably due to the fact that, although some organizations, in both the public and private sectors, have been experimenting with technological solutions to manage electronic information, the practice is not yet widespread or of longstanding. As a result, most archival institutions, with the exception of a few national archives, such as NARA, have not had the opportunity to accession electronic records generated in an EDRMS. No matter what the reasons are, one thing is certain: Inquiry into the implementation, operation and outcomes of employing such systems would benefit both organizations who intend to implement them and the archival/records management community who is charged with responsibilities of guiding the management of electronic records. Such inquiries could help determine the degree to which such systems have achieved their intended outcomes, where they fall short, and how their performance might be improved. With these objectives in mind, the following section attempts first to gather information about the implementation of EDRMS in general and then examines in detail some cases implemented in government agencies, as they are considered relevant to the current research interest.

Two sources of EDRMS implementation case studies were found: 1) reports
of "success stories" by software developers and 2) articles/presentations by project managers or consultants who report both experiences and outcomes. These success stories combined with customer lists on the developers' websites provide useful information for a broad understanding of the current developments in the field of electronic information management. The term "electronic information" (other than "electronic records") is used here to reflect the fact that these EDRMS developers are now providing highly integrated technological solutions targeting the management of all kinds of information and documents, such as records, e-mail messages, and the contents of Web sites. The term "enterprise content management (ECM)" is often used by software developers and consulting companies to refer to their integrated products. For the purpose of the current research, only cases reporting the implementation of EDRMS are reviewed. The representative software developers, among other companies that produce DoD 5015.2-STD certified products, are Hummingbird Ltd. and Tower Software, both leading ECM technology providers. The organizations procuring and implementing such products include governments (at all levels), legal services, financial services, health, education, telecommunication, energy, automotive, and many other regulated and/or highly competitive industries. These success stories all report positive results brought about by the EDRMS implementation such as increased productivity, informed decision-making,

enhanced service delivery, and ensured legal compliance. Examples from Hummingbird include Baker & McKenzie, one of the world's largest global law firms with 69 offices in 38 countries, the Government of Canada, and the City of Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. Examples from the Tower Software include the United Kingdom Department for Constitutional Affairs, the City of Charles Sturt, a suburb of Adelaide, South Australia, and the University of Western Sydney. These stories are presented in a focused and logical manner and normally consist of sections of introduction to the organizational settings, challenges/problems they were facing, technological solutions the companies provided, implementation processes, and conclusions with achieved benefits. Most stories are featured with comments and quotations provided by information managers or senior management of the implementing organizations. Conclusions are drawn from system statistics such as how many documents and records are saved in the system and how effective the locating of electronic documents and records has become. The success is exclusively credited to the software application. Results achieved using document management functions, such as increased productivity, are presented as the most attractive benefits. Even the goal of "legal compliance" is linked to the search function the system provides. Records management performance, for example, how the system ensures records reliability and

Four articles on EDRMS implementation case studies appeared in two issues of the *Records Management Journal* in 2005: the implementations at the National Weights and Measures Laboratory (NWML), the National Health Service Purchasing and Supply Agency, the Estates Department of the British Library, and the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland (PRONI). The implementing organizations are all United Kingdom government agencies with staff complements ranging from 52 to 330. The impetus for adopting EDRMS were similar across all these agencies, which had all encountered electronic document management issues such as retrieval difficulties, lack of information sharing and reuse, and lack of version and duplication control. At the same time, they all were required to comply with the *Freedom of Information Act* passed in 2005. All these agencies chose products from the Tower Software that satisfied TNA requirements. These cases identify some factors critical for implementing an EDRMS, including support from senior management, collaboration with information technology departments, and skills for project and change management. All of the project teams also provided intensive training for end users, either done by in-house records managers or consultants. In the NWML, for example, the training was designed to provide each end user with a half day one-on-one training session offered by a records manager, and the session length could be prolonged based on user needs. The training was conducted with the live system and, during the training process, the user’s favorite menus were set
up, sample records were created using integrated applications such as Word, Excel, and Outlook, and retrieval was practiced. Users started using the system as soon as the training was completed. Follow-up training could be arranged by users and re-training was also initiated by records managers upon checking system use. In addition to the availability of records managers, thirteen super-users were trained by the software company with the intention of equipping them as resource persons capable of assisting general users. A training manual was eventually produced based on experience gained through the training sessions and made electronically accessible.\textsuperscript{58}

The differences among these cases are manifested in areas relating to records management functions, user input and acceptance, and the final outcomes of the EDRMS project. As in the NWML case, the "excellent take-up by users" as a result of the intensive training was considered one major positive outcome. The NWML case was reported as an overall successful implementation that, in addition to the full system usage, achieved all expected outcomes such as enhanced productivity, information sharing, and cost saving. For instance, the agencies human resources department showed productivity gains in a staff assessment it conducted. Statistics were cited to support claims of cost saving, such as the reduction of physical files from 276 to 108. The author also credited the designing of a "Business Classification Scheme" based on functional analysis as being one major reason for the success of the project. Although the

\textsuperscript{58} David J. Williams, "EDRM Implementation at the National Weights and Measures Laboratory," \textit{Records Management Journal} 15, no.3 (2005):158-166.
construction of the function-based classification system was a “painstaking work”, the classification was considered a major success since it enabled users to find “a familiar place to file their records”, and after the initial construction, “very few additional business classifications [were] requested”. However, except for the brief introduction to the construction of the function-based classification system, records management functions of the EDRMS are not discussed. While introducing the NWML had established recordkeeping procedures before the EDRMS, there is no indication of whether the existing recordkeeping procedures had an impact on the EDRMS project. It is observed that the existence of the records management procedures was not included in the author-summarized reasons for success. Another area not discussed in the case is e-mail management. The article only stated that saving e-mail messages into the system was mostly welcomed by users, who no longer needed to print and file them, how e-mail messages are saved and filed in the EDRMS is not addressed. The article also does not discuss user inputs in the implementation process; somewhat on the contrary, when stating the reasons for selecting the EDRMS, the author mentioned that the product was chosen because it has “less flexibility, which would reduce the demands from users for a large amount of configuration prior to installation.”

In the case of the National Health Service Purchasing and Supply Agency, the user of the system is the center of discussion. This case was reported as a

---

59 Ibid., 161
60 Ibid., 162.
success, but the implementation encountered many difficulties.\textsuperscript{61} User resistance is the major one. The majority of the agency’s employees, who became users of the system after implementation, were professional experts with highly specialized job duties, and everyone believed that “their way of working was the best way of doing things.”\textsuperscript{62} Although these experts had experienced difficulties locating needed documents, and therefore had to create many convenience copies, they resisted using the EDRMS because the controls imposed by the system would change their way of doing things. Because there was no records management program in the Agency before the implementation, users of the system had little sense of records management principles and practices. Throughout the article, the author stressed the importance of culture change and believed the use of “a mixture of persuasion and compulsion”, or, “both carrots and sticks”, was necessary for pushing the use of the system. In the author’s opinion, “it is the sticks that work best”.\textsuperscript{63} The “stick” used in this case was the termination of “the old ways of working completely.”\textsuperscript{64} One tactic used was to reduce users’ ability to store e-mails using their own e-mail accounts, thus forcing them to save them in the system. With strong management support for these “sticks”, the author reports, the use of the system dramatically increased.

Three records management functions are briefly discussed in this case: classification system, records retention schedules, and access rights. The

\textsuperscript{62} Ibid., 82
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid., 84
\textsuperscript{64} Ibid., 84
classification system was built based on agency functions and incorporated into the system along with retention schedules. The author reports that setting access rights was a time-consuming process, but considers it was vital to information sharing and sensitive information protection. In the opinion of the author, who was the records manager of the agency, these three records management functions constitute a significant part of the overall success of the implementation. The author also offers thoughts on the abilities that implementers should possess. He stresses that there was a steep learning curve in the process of implementing the system and the process was laborious. He comments that "it is probably not necessary for IT specialists to become records managers but it is absolutely vital that records managers learn some IT skills".  

The Public Record Office of Northern Ireland (PRONI), which has 90 staff members, initiated an EDRMS project aiming to improve its the records management procedures. The project started with the establishment of a recordkeeping system following the methodology recommended by ISO 15489, the international records management standard. This was considered necessary since the project recognized that a simple introduction of an EDRMS would not be sufficient to solve records management problems in the agency. Interestingly, PRONI is an agency charged with responsibilities of advising other government units of Northern Ireland on records management practices; however, records management policies and procedures had long been neglected by the agency.

---

65 Ibid., 83.
66 Zoe A. Smyth, "Implementing EDRM: Has It Provided the Benefits Expected?" Records Management Journal 15, no. 3 (2005): 141-149
itself. Before implementation, the project team educated users on general records management principles and promoted the awareness of records management issues. It then engaged users from all business units in the process of constructing a function-based classification system. The details of constructing the classification system were introduced by the author in another dedicated article, which will be discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis. The author emphasizes the users' familiarity with the structure of the classification, which he considers a key factor for users' acceptance and system use. Methods such as focus groups were employed to gather user opinions and to promote the notion of information sharing. The author acknowledges that the construction of a function-based classification was both time- and resource-consuming, and, despite systematic user engagement in the process, the lack of thorough analysis of business processes still created gaps between the classification system and user needs. In addition, the need to develop document naming conventions was reported as a "significant issue", since departments all asked for guidelines that accommodate their local needs. As in other cases, the project provided intensive training when the system was rolled out to all employees from "the Chief Executive to the entry-level civil servant." The tactic of giving more intensive training to "power users" or "super users", who then could help others, was also employed. The project intentionally selected as super users staff members who would most likely remain in PRONI for the purpose of knowledge continuity.

The success of the EDRMS project was largely credited to the support from the senior management. The implementation was also evaluated through a
"post-implementation survey". That approximately 60% of staff members used the system on a regular basis was considered a success, because about 40% of them did not have filing requirements as part of their daily job, and therefore only used the system to access information. The post-implementation survey revealed that the "handy hints" reflecting staff queries developed by the project team were very much welcomed, for 94% of PRONI staff appreciated their usefulness, whereas only 77% of staff considered the user manuals useful.67

The author considered the revamped records management policies and procedures in the agency to be the most significant benefit of the EDRMS project. As PRONI is an "agency with executive responsibilities to advise on records management best practice," this project gave it the "opportunity to get its own house in order first."68 According to the author, PRONI now has a policy regarding EDRMS, an up-to-date classification scheme reflecting the agency's business processes, less duplication of information, and a culture of sharing information.

The case of the Estates Department of the British Library was the only one among the four reporting a failure.69 The project was commenced in early 2001 and the system was intended for about 80 users. Although the department was required to comply with the Freedom of Information Act, the major impetus for implementing an EDRMS came from the chaotic status of electronic documents generated in the department and the urgent needs of sharing information among

67 Ibid., 148.
68 Ibid., 149.
employees who were geographically distributed. An early version of the Tower Software that satisfied TNA requirements was purchased along with a thesaurus that was intended to control variations of vocabulary for metadata and retrieval. A function-based classification was constructed, and file types and security levels were decided. The classification was designed as a hierarchical structure having two function levels and one subject level for the purpose of simplicity. And for the same reason, only three out of eleven fields in the metadata sheet require user attention. E-mail messages were set as one document type and e-mail attachments as a subdocument type. When filing a chain of e-mail messages, the first was filed in as a document and the rest as subdocuments. Training was designed based on the records manager's learning in Australia and were provided in a very intensive manner - in the sense of both the various training methods and the time allocated. The records manager observed a general take-up by users at about nine months after the implementation: "most staff appeared to be using the system regularly and some used it very well". However, the usage dropped sharply two years later as only 20 out of 60 users were using the system on a regular basis. A survey was conducted to discover the reasons. The major problems of using the system were identified as: 1) classification (especially classifying e-mail), 2) identification of records, 3) the mandated use of the thesaurus for users to fill out the metadata sheet, and 4) the counter-intuitive quality of EDRMS functionalities, including the interface, folder structure, searching, and results display. The survey concluded that although there was a

70 Ibid., 154.
general appreciation of the benefits brought by the system such as security, version control, and information sharing, the difficulties in learning the functional features and creating metadata deterred the majority of users from using the system. In 2004, senior management decided to abandon the system. To cope with the legal requirements of the Freedom of Information Act, the Library reformed its records management program and established a new records management policy. Under the new policy, existing information technologies, such as shared hard drives and e-mail message repositories, were structured, and the Library felt confident that this would be sufficient for managing its electronic documents and records.

The author summarized lessons learned. They all pointed to the importance of user acceptance of the system. For example, the author suggested that projects must “focus on good records management behavior first” before implementing any EDRMS, since technologies would not change the poor records management practice in organization. Also, it is critical to select “a user-friendly system that is as simple as possible to use,” since to add metadata to records “will always be resisted”.71

The importance of user acceptance was recognized by other EDRMS implementations. Using four EDRMS cases in the United Stated federal agencies as examples, Timothy Sprehe and Charles McClure advocate “non-intrusive ERMS implementation” to minimize “records management decision-making by
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71 Ibid., 156-157.
end users".  Records management decisions in their article refer to the identification and classification of records and other records management responsibilities shared by end users in an ERMS environment. One example is the so-called “three-buckets-two-click” approach for records classification employed in the United States Government Accounting Office (GAO). The GAO recently added the Hummingbird records management module to its Hummingbird document management system that had been used for more than 10 years. The three-buckets-two-click approach refers to the simplified classification performed by end users. The project categorized three areas for the major functions carried out by GAO, called three buckets, and listed sub-functions within each bucket. User classification requires only two clicks, one for the bucket and another for the function. After the classification, the records profile is completed by adding a title to the record. The system design allows the user to continue working in a given classification area, such that subsequently created records automatically inherit the previous classification and the user only need to add titles to the records and save them into the system. The GAO’s ERMS project reported many same positive results as other successful cases, but it emphasized that, when implementing an EDRMS, measures should be taken to avoid adding too much extra work to end users. Ideally, of course, the goal is to achieve good records management results without imposing impediments to effective

---

2.5 Evaluation of EDRMS

Generally speaking, evaluation of EDRMS can be categorized into two types: the tests of its functionalities and the assessment of its effectiveness (or in extreme terms, success or failure) after it was implemented in the organization. Within the first type, two organizations currently act as authorities in testing the functionalities of commercial software against established requirements: the United States Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) and the United Kingdom National Archives. Both organizations list the function-approved and then certified products on their websites and prepare results reports for each tested product for potential consumers to consult. The TNA results reports are not available from its website, but the JITC provides summary reports of the detailed results. The summary report for the Hummingbird product implemented in the city verifies its compliance with Chapter 2 of the DoD5015.2 standard, and provides information on how the functions of the EDRMS satisfy the requirements. Further discussions on the test of the EDRMS' functional requirements are beyond the scope of this thesis. The intention of introducing the test programs is because both JITC and the United Kingdom National Archives have established standardized procedures for testing the application, for example, the JITC's RMA Compliance Test Procedures (version 7.5). With respect to the second type of evaluation, however, there are no standardized methods that are publicly
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73 Carol Brock and Peter Espada, "GAO's Electronic Records Management System (ERMS) - Presentation to the ARMA Northern Virginia Chapter"; available from www.labat.com/presentation/erms.ppt; Internet; accessed 17 August 2006.
communicated for evaluating the effectiveness of implemented EDRMS.

In August 2004, the eGovernment Shared Interest Group of the Industry Advisory Council (IAC) published a white paper titled *The Use of Metrics in Electronic Records Management (ERM) Systems*, which reports the findings and conclusions resulting from the investigation the Study Group conducted on ERMS metrics used in government agencies and private companies. The Study Group was formed to respond to the request of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and NARA to examine industry best practices and lessons learned in the area of ERMS metrics. The Study Group did not define what an ERMS is; rather, it conducted the investigation based on the working definition of "electronic records" provided by NARA. Electronic records in this study basically encompass all kinds of objects in the electronic system. The goal of the Study Group is to determine appropriate metrics that are meaningful and not too difficult to capture.

The methodology the Study Group employed was to identify and then examine case studies or exemplars of candidate metrics deployed in organizations, in both government and industry, that have implemented electronic records management systems. The Study Group identified metrics in eleven categories, namely *access to services, accuracy, capacity, efficiency, participation, productivity, search and retrieval, system, user satisfaction, utilization*, and *legal*. As the OMB and NARA request focuses heavily on
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measuring the ERMS in relation to the mission of government agencies, these metrics tend to cover every aspect of the system’s performance. For relevance purposes, the following section only discusses the findings regarding the categories of efficiency, participation, productivity, search and retrieval, and user satisfaction.

The efficiency metrics attempt to “measure how well an organizational entity or individual can perform an ERM-related day-to-day task.”\textsuperscript{75} The Study Group found that it is difficult to measure since many factors such as work environment, policies and procedures, user training, computing resources, and information dissemination would determine the degree of efficiency, and the measurements of these factors are largely subjective.

In contrast to efficiency metrics, productivity metrics attempt to “quantify the value of combined technical and organizational efficiencies realized by organizational entities or individuals in performing ERM related tasks.”\textsuperscript{76} These efficiencies were considered related to the business processes supported by the ERM system. One example the business process studied was the number of invoices per hour that a clerk can process in comparison with the same measure before the implementation of ERM.

Participation metrics address “the use that is being made of the system by the

\textsuperscript{75} Ibid., 26
\textsuperscript{76} Ibid., 28
owner of the system”.

The Study Group considered the level of participation was a critical measure of the system's success, but found it was less often and less easily measured in organizations. It is easy to measure participation in absolute numbers, such as how many people are using the system, as was done in the cases already discussed here, all of which used number of users using the system as a major measurement. It is easy to measure because the number of users using the system is captured in system audit trails. It is more difficult, to take one example, to measure how many people are declaring records versus how many should be declaring them.

The Study Group considered the number of successful records searches to be one metric for measuring search and retrieval, but discovered that the success of search, which, in turn, determined the success of the system, could be influenced by many factors such as system search time, system retrieval time, quality of the metadata, and the popularity of the search domain, and therefore it is very difficult to measure.

The Study Group found that user satisfaction is one of the most commonly measured aspects of the system as it was deployed by almost all studied systems. Users of the system were basically divided into internal and external users, and their satisfaction was measured periodically through surveys. The level of
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77 Ibid., 27
78 Ibid., 29
satisfaction of internal users is in theory connected to productivity since when employees “buy into” the system, productivity goes up. Internal users’ satisfaction is also considered as likely being transfer to customer/client satisfaction.\textsuperscript{79}

From the analysis of these metrics, the Study Group drew a number of conclusions. The most important one appears as that “there is no one metric that seems to capture the success of an ERM system and relate unambiguously to the mission of an agency; nor is there a single, universal metrics capture and reporting tool (or product) that can be adopted for widespread use in ERM systems.”\textsuperscript{80} The eleven categories of metrics can be assessed in different ways. Some can be automatically generated by the system, but others require gathering data related to many other factors. The Study Group concludes that the measurement of ERM performance is currently immature, and that most of the critical factors are IT-related rather than RM-related. The Study Group finally suggests that NARA and OMB should encourage the development of standardized metrics in effectively capturing and reporting ERM performance.\textsuperscript{81}

\section*{2.6 Problem Statement and Research Question}

As the literature reveals, there has been to date no systematic research conducted with respect to the effectiveness in managing electronic records in the implementing organizations. Only a small number of organizations report on their EDRMS projects and, not surprisingly, these reports focus on the system

\textsuperscript{79} Ibid., 32
\textsuperscript{80} Ibid., 1
\textsuperscript{81} Ibid., 1
implementing process and only report in very general terms the results of the projects. The literature also reveals that there are no standardized metrics for evaluating the performance of systems. All case studies report outcomes of the project based on system statistics, such as how many documents have been generated in the system and how many employees are using the system, measurements that can be automatically captured by the system. How to capture "soft metrics" to assess performance are not discussed. Two projects employed user surveys to evaluate the EDRMS, but details on how the surveys were conducted and what areas were investigated are not provided. Nevertheless, these case studies and the IAC study on ERMS metrics denote that user acceptance of the system is a critical factor for the success of the project. The case studies also demonstrate that compliance of the ERMS' functions with standards does not necessarily guarantee its success after implementation, because, it may be hypothesized, how the system performs can only be assessed by understanding all the factors, many of them outside the system in the work environment, that impinge on success. In fact, these tests are normally carried out in the system's records management mode, meaning functions are tested from the perspective of records managers, or the "authorized individuals" as the DoD5015.2 standard called them. 82 That is to say, while these functions are designed and certified with records management in mind, the effectiveness of these functions in managing electronic records in real settings are not assessed

82 See, for example, United Kingdom, National Archive, "TNA ERMS Test Evaluation Report for IBM DB2 Records Manager 4.1.1 Suite," available from downloads.nationalarchives.gov.uk/.../Dexmar%20Ltd%20-%20Dexmar%20KnowPro%20EDRM.pdf; Internet, accessed 11 September 2006.
by any dedicated endeavors. This research is the attempt to evaluate such
effectiveness of an implemented EDRMS, both its document and record
management functions, through collecting information about users' experience of
and opinions on the system as a means of answering the question of whether the
EDRMS program has reached the goals set for it by the implementation
organization. The term “program” is used here in accordance with the research
methodology, that is, program evaluation, chosen for this study. The research
methodology for the current study will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Chapter 3 Research Methodological Design

3.1 Terminology

As observed by Zina O'Leary, the initial challenge for a first-time researcher conducting social research may be the haziness of terminology about social science research methods.\textsuperscript{83} The confusion arising from the different versions of "research design" and "methodology", as just two examples demonstrate, could easily increase with the number of research method books one reads. On the bright side, however, the numerous discussions on research methods, although confusing, also provide an opportunity for researchers to select the most suitable methodology for communicating their research - as long as definitions are provided for readers' understanding. The following terminology is thus selected from sources the researcher considers appropriate and has been modified to accommodate the needs of this particular research project.\textsuperscript{84}

*Research design* means the framework for the collection and analysis of data; there are five different types: experimental design, survey design, longitudinal design, case study design, and comparative design.

*Experiment* refers to the research design that rules out alternative explanations of findings deriving from it by having at least (a) an experimental group, which is exposed to a treatment, and a control group, which is not, and (b) random assignment to the two groups.


\textsuperscript{84} Please note, these terms are not organized in alphabetic order; rather, they are listed according the relationships between the terms, for purposes of clarity.
Survey is a cross-sectional design and in relation to such design, a body of quantitative or quantifiable data in connection with two or more variables are collected (predominantly by questionnaire) on more than one case at a single point in time, which are then examined to detect patterns of association.

Research method refers to the technique for collecting data such as a self-completion questionnaire, a structured interview schedule, or participant observation.

Self-completion questionnaire means a questionnaire that the respondent answers without the aid of the researcher.

Research strategy refers to the general orientation towards the conduct of social research; there are two types of strategies identified here: quantitative research and qualitative research.

Qualitative research usually emphasizes words rather than quantification in the collection and analysis of data.

Quantitative research usually emphasizes quantification in the collection and analysis of data.\(^\text{85}\)

Purposive sampling means the researcher decides the sample formulation criteria based on some particular purposes.\(^\text{86}\)

Research Methodology provides the framework associated with a particular set of paradigmatic assumptions used to conduct research, that is, scientific method, ethnography, action research, or program evaluation.

Research Methodological design refers to the methodological plan for

\(^\text{85}\) These first eight definitions are from Alan Bryman, *Social Research Methods*. 2nd ed. (New York : Oxford, 2004), 625.
conducting research that includes research design, methodology, strategy and method.\textsuperscript{87}

In applying these interpretations to the current research, the research methodology is program evaluation and the research design is survey. The research method is self-completion questionnaire. This chapter, research methodological design, is thus about evaluation research, survey, and questionnaire, and their use in this study.

3. 2 Research Methodology – Program Evaluation

3.2.1 Program and Program Evaluation

Program evaluation, also called evaluation research by some evaluators and evaluation theorists,\textsuperscript{88} is generally considered as a type of applied social research. Applied social research, as opposed to pure theoretical research, is more action-oriented because it focuses on generating practical implications. Program evaluations are usually conducted under the request of program stakeholders or policy makers to assess the program for the purposes of justifying its existence or facilitating improvements. In its broadest use, evaluations or evaluative activities can be conducted on almost every aspect of society and in relation to almost every type of human endeavor: book reviewing, commercial product testing, job performance assessing - to name a few. As social science activity, program

\textsuperscript{87} These two are from Zina O'Leary, 80

\textsuperscript{88} Although some writers, such as Moira J. Kelly, distinguish program evaluation from evaluation research, more writers, such as, Earl Babbie and Peter H. Rossi, equates evaluation research with program evaluation. Moira J. Kelly, "Qualitative evaluation research" in Qualitative Research Practice, ed. Clive Seale et al. (London ; Thousand Oaks, Calif : SAGE, 2004), 332; Earl Babbie, "The Practice of Social Research," 9th ed , Wadsworth, Thomson Learning Inc. 2001), 333; and Peter H. Rossi and others, Evaluation: A Systematic Approach, 7\textsuperscript{th} ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA ; Sage. 2004), 6.

Evaluation, evaluation research and program evaluation will be used interchangeably in this thesis.
evaluation has a more restrictive meaning in that it is qualified by the utilization of social research methods.

While it can be dated back to the seventeenth century, systematic evaluation research employing social science methods is a relatively modern twentieth-century development. It was first conducted in education and public health fields in the 1930s and became commonplace for many other social service programs in the 1950s. The growth and refinement of social research methods in addition to societal changes have greatly facilitated the development of evaluation research. It emerged as a distinct specialty field in the social sciences during the early 1970s and gained its mature status in the 1980s. Among its abundant and varying definitions, Rossi's version of program evaluation is selected for present purposes. Rossi defines program evaluation as "the use of social research methods to systematically investigate the effectiveness of social intervention programs in ways that are adapted to their political and organizational environments and are designed to inform social action in ways that improve social conditions." The social intervention program in this definition means "an organized, planned, and usually ongoing effort designed to ameliorate a social problem or improve social conditions."

The application of program evaluation should not be limited to social service programs. Program evaluation can be conducted in many fields other than social
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89 For the history of evaluation, see Rossi, Chapter 1, "An Overview of Program Evaluation" in Evaluation: a systematic approach.
90 Peter H. Rossi and others, 16
91 Ibid., 434
service programs, as demonstrated by the various evaluations conducted by the United States General Accounting Office (GAO) that include the procurement and testing of military hardware, quality control for drinking water, and the maintenance of major highways. In this regard, the term "program", rather than "social program", will be used in the following discussions to refer to any general program or the program that is the subject of this thesis.

Huey-Tsyh Chen illustrates the nature and characteristics of a program using the terminology of system theory. A program viewed this way consists of five components: inputs, transformation, outputs, environment, and feedback. These components and the relationships among them can be graphically presented as follows:

![Figure 3.1 A System View of a Program](source: Chen, 2005)

**Inputs** in this system refer to resources taken in from the environment that may
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92 Ibid, 6.
include finances, technology, equipment, facilities, and personnel. Inputs normally require systematic organization or implementation in order to be effective. Transformation is the process of converting inputs into outputs, and may include a series of events necessary to achieve desirable outputs. Outputs are the results of transformation, among which the attainment of the program's goals is the one deemed most crucial. Environment here refers to any factors that can foster or constrain the program's implementation, such as social norms, political structures, and the economy. Feedback in this view refers to information about the aforementioned components and their responses to each other. Feedback is vital in terms of improving or justifying a program, and it is what program evaluation is all about.\textsuperscript{94}

\section*{3.2.2 Theory-Driven Program Evaluation and Program Theory}

Theory-driven program evaluation is a development of evaluation research advanced in the late 1980s. It developed as a response to the realization that the traditional perspective, characterized as method-oriented evaluation, lacks a theoretical framework guiding the assessment. While the method-oriented approach, through the utilization of rigorous social science research methods (for example, randomized experiment design), is capable of generating highly convincing evidence on the relationship between the input and output, it neglects the transformation process between inputs and outputs that actually makes things happen. In other words, the method-oriented evaluation reports on the gross effects of the program under assessment, but does not tell why and how the

\textsuperscript{94} Ibid., 4-6
program has reached these effects.\textsuperscript{95}

By contrast, theory-driven evaluation, believes that there are always a set of assumptions, explicit or implicit, associated with a given program. They are manifested in the design and operation of the program and dictate how it should conduct its business and attain its goals. The set of assumptions, which can be derived from scientific theories, stakeholder expectations, or a combination of both, is termed as program theory in theory-driven evaluation. Theory-driven evaluation promotes the idea of conducting program evaluation under the guidance of the identified program theory.\textsuperscript{96}

According to Chen, program theory is "a specification of what must be done to achieve the desirable goals, what other important impacts may also be anticipated, and how these goals and impacts would be generated".\textsuperscript{97} Two types of assumptions are suggested by this definition: descriptive assumptions or a change model and prescriptive assumptions or an action model (they will be discussed in detail in the following sections). The terms change model and action model will be used in this thesis following Chen.

3.2.2.1 Change Model in Program Theory \textsuperscript{98}

The change model (as shown in Figure 3.2) consists of descriptive assumptions concerning the causal processes underlying the program and its

\textsuperscript{96} Ibid., 39
\textsuperscript{97} Chen, \textit{Practical Program Evaluation: Assessing and Improving Planning, Implementation, and Effectiveness}, 16
\textsuperscript{98} Ibid., 20-23
outcomes. Since these assumptions dictate the strategies of building a program, their validity determines the effectiveness of the program. In other words, a program based on invalid assumptions is unlikely to succeed.

![Change Model](image)

**Figure 3.2 Change Model in Program Theory**
(Source: Adopted from Chen, 2005)

The intervention, determinants, and outcomes are the three components of the change model. *Intervention* refers to the activities or efforts introduced by a program to meet a need or improve a situation. The assumption for the intervention in the change model is that, by implementing the activities or efforts, the program changes the identified determinant(s). *Determinant*, also called mediating variable or intervening variable, is “a leverage mechanism or cause of a problem” upon which the intervention can be developed. The identification of program determinant(s) provides the focus of a given program, which, in turn, guides the design of the program as well as the design of evaluation. The assumption for the determinant in this model is that the program goals will be achieved with the activation of determinants. Chen further explains that “the determinant often relates to the program designers’ understanding of what
actually causes the problem they want to alleviate and on which exact cause or causes they want a program to focus." Program outcomes are the concrete, measurable aspects of program goals, which, in contrast, are usually articulated in very general language expressing abstract ideas. The solid arrows in the model indicate causal relationships between these components. A causal relationship here refers to the assumption that changing one component creates change(s) in the other(s). In this model, this means when the intervention changes the determinants, outcomes occur.

3.2.2.2 Action Model in Program Theory 99

The action model (as shown in Figure 3.3) consists of assumptions prescribing components and activities necessary for a program to achieve its goals. It directs the design of a program when it is at the designing stage and it guides the assessment for a program when it is under evaluation. Like the change model, a program is unlikely to succeed if the action model is based on invalid prescriptive assumptions, that is, if it is poorly implemented or simply unrealistic.

99 Ibid., 23-28
As the above illustration shows, there are five implementing components and activities in the action model: the implementing organization, program implementers, associate organizations/community partners, ecological context, intervention and service delivery protocols, and target populations.

The *intervention and service delivery protocols* are the two requirements necessary for translating the general and abstract ideas about intervention in the change model into concrete and organized activities that the action model can implement. The intervention protocol is a prospectus stating the exact nature, content, and activities of an intervention and the service delivery protocol details the particular steps to be taken in order to deliver the intervention to the target group.
To implement a program, a *program implementation organization* is needed to provide both political and material supports for such as activity coordination, resource allocation, and staff recruitment. The structure of the implementation organization and its capacity of implementing a program have direct impact on the program implementation.

The *program implementer*, the people responsible for delivering the intervention to the target group, is another required element. The qualifications and competency of the implementers, and their enthusiasm about and commitment to the program, all directly affect the quality of delivering the intervention. It is vital for the implementing organization to have policies in place to build, maintain, and foster implementers’ competency and commitment.

The element of *associate organizations/community partners* is related to the cooperation or collaboration between the implementation organization and other organizations. Properly established cooperation or partnership benefits program implementation in the sense that, in today’s world, rarely can social activities occur in isolation. If the program requires such cooperation or partnership and is not established under the action model, the implementation of the program may be hindered.

The *ecological context* refers to the portion of the environment that directly interacts with the program. For most programs, a supportive environment or context vitally facilitates the program’s success. The ecological context can be supportive at both micro- and macro-levels. The micro-level contextual support
refers to the support aiming at the intervention receivers, and the macro-level contextual support refers to the immediate environment that influences the program, such as community norms, cultures, and political and economic processes. Both contexts contribute to a program's success.

The last element of the action model is the target populations, the people that the program is planned to serve, or to whom the intervention is delivered. The qualifications and other attributes of the target population a particular program requires also play an important role in achieving the goals of the program.

The one-way double-banded arrows in the model represent a sequential order between the components. This means the one component is the other's basis or prerequisite. For example, the implementing organization must exist first before the implementers come into play, and the implementing organization together with the implementers are the prerequisites for developing the intervention and service protocols tailored to the target population. The only two-way double-banded arrow between the boxes of implementing organizations and associate organizations and community partners means the two collaborates in planning program activities.

How program theory and the two models influence this research will be revealed in the section that addresses the application of the methodology of program evaluation.
3.2.2.3. Program Theory in the System View

As the above discussion suggests, the change model for a program reflects general and abstract ideas about the intervention and determinants. These ideas must be translated into concrete and organized elements and activities that are implementable. The action model fulfills this need. Employing an action model that specifies and systematically arranges elements and activities is building a road map that guides the delivery of the intervention to the target population. In other words, the change model leads the program to attain its goals, and the action model puts the program in motion by activating the change model. By putting the program theory in a system view (see Figure 3.2), the action model is the input, the change model is the output, and the program implementation is the transformation process. Figure 3.4 depicts the relationship between the two models and the action that link them together.

\[^{100}\text{Ibid., 29-32}\]
The environment in which the program operates provides resources for the program to start and requires feedback about the program's operation. Feedback in the diagram is represented as dotted arrows and there are two types of them. The different types of feedback are indicated by the different manners in which the dotted arrows move. The ones that are constrained within the solid square are internal feedback and the ones that pass to the environment then back to the program are external feedback. Internal feedback and external feedback are collected for different purposes and the collection of them requires distinct
approaches. These different types of feedback constitute the foundation of the taxonomy of program evaluation proposed by Chen. The program evaluation taxonomy categorizes evaluation in accordance with the stage the program is at and the purposes the evaluation is expected to serve. These stages include program planning, implementation, and outcome. Evaluation purposes can be either improvement, or assessment, or both. Outcome evaluation is represented in the diagram as the dotted arrow that moves from the outcome box in the change model, passing the environment, then back to the action model. The current research considers outcome evaluation best suits the evaluation need, and therefore provides further explanation in the next section.

3.2.3 Program Outcome Evaluation

One advantage provided by program theory, as mentioned in the previous section, is that it helps select the type of evaluation suitable for intended evaluation. Outcome evaluation takes place when a program reaches its maturity and it serves the interest of understanding the ultimate effect of the program. In other words, if the aim of the evaluation is to investigate what happened thanks to a program or to answer the question, "Is this program achieving its goals?", outcome evaluation is the choice.

There are two ramifications within the realm of outcome evaluation: efficacy and effectiveness evaluation. Efficacy evaluation assesses the effects that a program generated within an ideal environment and assumes that only under tight
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research controls can the actual effect be assessed validly and convincing
evidence be generated. Effectiveness evaluation, by contrast, attempts to scope
out the effects of a program in real-world conditions and aims at providing
practical information useful for program improvement. The different assumptions
underlying efficacy and effectiveness evaluation require distinct research design.
Efficacy evaluation usually employs randomized and controlled experimental
design for the purpose of producing credible evaluation results. However, it is
normally difficult (if it is not impossible) for an effectiveness evaluation to employ
such rigorous designs since it is conducted in a real-world setting. It is also
undesirable in the sense that effectiveness evaluation aims at being more practice
relevant.  

A theory-driven program outcome effectiveness evaluation identifies program
theory and conducts evaluation under its guidance. Its purpose is to provide
information about not only whether a program has reached its goals but also the
hows and whys behind its success or failure.  

3.2.4 Application of Theory-Driven Outcome (Effectiveness)
Evaluation to the EDRMS Program

This section introduces the EDRMS program, justifies the selected evaluation
approach, and identifies the program's components in accordance with its
program theory.

102 Ibid., 195-227
103 Ibid., 231
3.2.4.1 The EDRMS Program

The program this thesis project will assess is the implementation and operation of an electronic document and record management system (EDRMS) in a Canadian municipality. The EDRMS is a commercial off-the-shelf application, which, at the time of purchase, was designed to manage electronic documents. It was subsequently extended to include records management (RM) functions through integrating a RM module from the same company, whose product was certified as compliant with the United States DoD 5015.2 standard. The electronic document management functions of the system include document creation, storage, retrieval and use, and the electronic records management functions include mark-as-records (that is, making a document read-only), classification, and retention. The city implementing the EDRMS operates within the jurisdiction of one Canadian province and is subject to both federal and provincial legislation relating to document and records management, such as the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and Evidence Act. The city's RM program was established in 1986 and was given formal status in 2000 through the passing of the city's records management bylaw. Its records management department, charged with responsibilities of managing both paper and electronic records, is staffed with records management professionals and has been practicing records management principles and following standards such as ISO 15489. Applying Chen's system view and Rossi et al.'s definition of program, this EDRMS program can be represented as the following:
In this diagram, the environment, that is, the city and the information management (IM) and information technology (IT) disciplines, provides resources and the professional developments in IM and IT fields, as inputs to the system. The term "information" is used here to cover both documents and records. The implementation process translates these inputs into outputs, that is, the results of the program. The action of collecting and analyzing feedback about the inputs, implementation, and outputs (as indicated by the dotted arrows) is the conduct of program evaluation.

3.2.4.2 Rationales for the Theory-Driven Outcome (Effectiveness) Evaluation Approach

Unlike most program evaluations, the evaluation of the EDRMS program is not initiated by its stakeholders. Instead, it was first conceived as a thesis project as part of the completion of the researcher's master's degree. The major stakeholder of the EDRMS program, the RM department in the chosen city, was then contacted and a mutual understanding about the nature of the evaluation
project was reached. It was agreed that the researcher would be responsible for designing and conducting the evaluation and the city would support the project through providing necessary assistance. A working relationship had been maintained during the conduct of the project, which enabled the design of the evaluation and the execution of the whole evaluation process. Both the stakeholder and the researcher expressed the desire to assess the program in a way that it not only assessed the gross effects of the program but also analyzed the how and why behind the gross effects. Theory-driven evaluation fits this expectation perfectly.

It was also decided to conduct this evaluation as an outcome evaluation since the EDRMS program has been running for ten years and is considered by the stakeholders as having reached its maturity. To decide program maturity in program evaluation requires conducting evaluability assessment. According to Chen, an evaluability assessment is a pre-assessment of the program's maturity in order to determine if the program is truly ready for rigorous outcome evaluation. There are criteria established for assessing the evaluability, and a program needs to satisfy the followings in order to be considered as ready:

a) The goals, objectives, important side effects, and priority information needs of the program are well defined;
b) Goals and objectives of the program are plausible;
c) Relevant performance data can be obtained; and
d) Intended users of evaluation results agree on how they will use

---

Through utilizing recommended techniques, such as site visit, records review, and meeting with stakeholders, to gather information against the above criteria, the researcher concluded that the EDRMS program satisfied all the above criteria and therefore an outcome evaluation was an appropriate choice.

Since the EDRMS program is an existing program operating in the real world, effectiveness evaluation is the obvious choice. In addition, the EDRMS program satisfies two other conditions, as Chen identifies, which favor the use of effectiveness evaluation:

a) Stakeholders are curious about the effects of the ongoing program, and
b) Stakeholders require the evaluation to be relevant and of practical benefit to their practices related to a program.

The evaluation approach for the EDRMS program was therefore decided as a theory-driven outcome (effectiveness) evaluation. Its program theory will be identified in the following section.

3.2.4.3 Program Theory of the EDRMS Program

As with most established programs in reality, the program theory of the EDRMS program is not explicitly articulated in one statement. The process of

---


identifying the program theory (that is, the change model and the action model) started when the researcher was doing a practical project in the city's RM department as part of her academic studies. This project, concerning the establishment of classification codes for a project then taking place in the city and the promotion of their use, provided opportunities for the researcher to understand both the records management program in the city and the EDRMS. More importantly, the experience gained from the project became the source of the motivation to conduct a theory-driven evaluation. The researcher learned, through the project that classifying documents in accordance with the city's universal classification plan had remained problematical for users ever since the classification plan was integrated into the EDRMS. Both the RM department and the researcher wanted to know why.

During the period of the thesis project, the researcher employed techniques recommended by Chen, such as reviewing existing documents and communicating with stakeholders, to articulate and finalize the EDRMS program theory.

The change model in the EDRMS program theory is identified as the following:
In this model, the EDRMS is the intervention and the electronic document management (EDM) and electronic record management (ERM) are two determinants. The EDRMS is identified as the intervention because it was purchased and implemented under the assumption that it is capable of bringing changes to the management of electronic documents and records in the city. The EDM and ERM are identified as two determinants in the sense that their changes determine the attainment of the program's goals. The goals of the program are explicitly listed in the program manual as 1) to aid organizational efficiency, 2) to facilitate management decision-making, 3) to allow compliance with legislative/regulatory requirements, and 4) to reduce cost through reducing paper records volume. The fact that these goals are set for an EDRMS program denotes that more and more electronic documents and records are being generated in the city and that a paper-based system is no longer sufficient in managing information in electronic form. From these goals, four outcomes for the

---

purpose of this evaluation were identified: increased office productivity, enhanced information sharing, reliable and authentic electronic records, and reduced paper volume.

The components of the action model of the EDRMS program theory are identified in the following diagram:

![Diagram of Action Model of EDRMS Program Theory](image)

**Figure 3.7 Action Model of the EDRMS Program Theory**

The implementing organization in this action model is the city, which establishes the RM program and formalized it through passing a RM bylaw. It allocates resources for purchasing the EDRMS and hiring consultants, and supervises implementers. The program implementer is the RM department, who is charged by the Bylaw with responsibilities of managing records generated in the city, including records in electronic form. The records manager and records analyst who fully participated in the design and implementation of the EDRMS
program are trained professionals with many year's working experience in the field of records management. The most important associate partner in this program is the city's IT department, who is responsible for the technological infrastructures necessary for the program's implementation. The macro-level ecological context is identified as the professional and technological developments in the field of managing electronic documents and records, which interacts with the program through providing consulting services and standard-compliant applications. The micro-level ecological context is identified as the accumulated records management practices in the city over 20 years, which had been successful in managing paper records. The intervention protocol is the program manual, which spells out the goals of and the rationales for the program and explains the functional features of the EDRMS. The provision of trainings to the users of the EDRMS, which is embedded in the RM department's day-to-day working procedures, is identified as the program's service delivery protocol. The target population of the EDRMS program is all of the employees who work with the city and their office computers are connected to the city's information communication network.

The above identified program theory can be viewed as scientific theory, as opposed to stakeholder theory that normally constitutes the program designer's own understanding and/or experience about the intervention and determinant(s). The program theory of the EDRMS program is fully based on records management principles and concepts articulated in the literature on managing electronic records.
3.3 Research Design – Survey

According to the contingency view of program evaluation discussed by Chen, there is no single best research design that suits all programs.\textsuperscript{108} As opposed to the claim that evaluation should always employ rigorous experiment design, the research design for evaluation should be situational, meaning the factors relate to the program’s nature, the evaluation purposes, and the contextual circumstances should be taken into consideration.\textsuperscript{109} Applying this view to the current project, which is decided as a theory-driven outcome effectiveness evaluation, every aspect of the decided evaluation plays a role in the design of the research. Outcome evaluation requires scientific research designs to generate credible evidence. Effectiveness evaluation assesses programs that operate in a real-world setting, and this makes the scientific research design impossible to be a randomized and controlled experiment. Effectiveness evaluation is also required by stakeholders to be practically useful for the purpose of justifying and/or improving the program. A theory-driven evaluation aims at answering how and why a program has or has not achieved its goals, and this requires qualitative research designs since qualitative data are able to provide more detailed information for a deeper understanding. This evaluation decides to employ a survey design because it meets both the needs of the decided evaluation and the realities the evaluation faces. As identified by the literature review in the previous chapter, there is a lack of research done with respect to the assessment of the EDRMS implemented in organizations through collecting and analyzing user

\textsuperscript{108} Ibid., 11-12
\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.
opinions. A survey design collects data about many variables from a large group of respondents at a single point in time, it thus suits the need of gathering user opinions in this evaluation. While it usually collects quantitative or quantifiable data for pattern analysis, it can also be used, with caution, to collect qualitative data.

The collection of qualitative data needs to be cautious is because too many questions asking for textual answers could lower the response rate since respondents may not be willing to spend too much time on answering research questions. Qualitative data collected through focus groups or interviews satisfy the need of conducting theory-driven evaluation; given the time constraints, however, they cannot be used in this evaluation. The decision was made to employ survey design to collect primarily quantifiable data with a small amount of qualitative data.

A questionnaire is predominantly used in survey design as a data collection instrument. In a typical survey design, researchers select a sample of respondents and administer a questionnaire to them. The sample group selected for the current evaluation is a purposive sample, and the selection criterion is based on the city employees’ job descriptions. At the time of selection, all employees whose job descriptions specify the management of records in their departments or offices as part of their job duties were selected. The purpose for setting this sampling criterion was to get the “super users” of the EDRMS to answer the questions. They are considered as “super users” because the responsibility of managing departmental or office records makes their use of the EDRMS a daily activity. It must be pointed out that their opinions about the
responsibility of managing departmental or office records makes their use of the EDRMS a daily activity. It must be pointed out that their opinions about the EDRMS may or may not be the same as those of general users of the system. Time constraints also require the investigation into the opinions of general users to be left for future research.

3.4 Research Method – Questionnaire

The questionnaire contains three parts with 37 questions in total. Part I collects general information about the respondents for the purposes of understanding their computer skills and their length of employment with the city and the EDRMS. The construction of Part II is primarily based on the understanding of the above identified program theory, with questions asked about components in the two models. Part III of the questionnaire is an additional section, constructed for the users who have worked with the city for more than 10 years (as will be revealed in Part I). The intention for this section is to build a comparison group and to collect “before and after” experience from the respondents in it.

The majority of the statements in the questionnaire employ Likert scale. To accommodate the need of collecting qualitative data as justified in the survey design section, partially closed-ended questions are also included. The questionnaire was tested by the RM department and revisions were made accordingly. The testing of the questionnaire by the RM department serves a dual purpose: an approval for the program theory and a pilot project for the
questionnaire.

In conformity with University policy, approval was obtained for this research in terms of protection of research subjects. For details, see Appendix B.

This chapter introduces the research methodology, research design, and research method employed by this evaluation project. It also introduces the program under evaluation, the EDRMS program, and its components in relation to the research methodological design. The next chapter explains in detail the variables that constitute these components and report data analysis and findings.
Chapter 4 Data Analysis & Findings

This chapter presents quantitative data collected from the first two questions in the questionnaire and quantifies qualitative data collected from the rest of the questionnaire that consists of Likert scale statements and partially close-ended questions. The data coding method for quantification will be introduced in individual data analysis sections in connection with the statements or questions analyzed. Data analysis and findings in this chapter refer to the presentation of descriptive statistics such as frequencies and percentages of measured variables. MS excel worksheets serve as the raw data matrix and tables are used to summarize data and report the calculated frequencies and percentages. The data analysis process does not strictly follow the order of the three parts in the questionnaire or the order of individual questions - which were primarily designed for the respondents' convenience to answer questions. The data analysis process and corresponding findings are organized in accordance with the assessed program components that consist of a number of variables. The units of analysis in this chapter are individual variables. The analysis of associations between variables and the implications that can be drawn from such analysis will be discussed in the next chapter.

Since the questionnaire contains both questions and Likert scale statements, the terms “question” and “statement” will be used interchangeably in the data analysis process in this chapter and the discussions of findings in the next chapter. But only “question” (abbreviated as “Q”) will be used in tables reporting findings,
for the purpose of letting all questions and statements in the questionnaire bear consecutive numbers.

4.1 Response Rate

According to the sampling criterion, 60 respondents were selected from the city's employees who use the EDRMS to carry out their job duties on a daily basis. The three-part questionnaire was sent to them with one cover letter from the researchers and another letter from the city's RM department. The researcher's cover letter stated the purpose of the evaluation and invited respondents' participation, while the letter written by the RM department explained the relationship between the city and the evaluation project, and encouraged participation. Thirty-two questionnaires had been returned in the first week after the questionnaire packages were sent out, and another 18 arrived after the second letter followed up restating the purpose of the project and reminding the deadline of completing the questionnaire. Originally, the participating time was set for three weeks; however, with the knowledge that some of the respondents would be on vacation during that time period, the deadline was extended to include another week in order for those vacationers to have time to participate. In the end, 50 completed questionnaires were returned to the researcher, making the response rate 50 out of 60, that is, 83%.

4.2 Assessing the Change Model

The change model in the program theory, as introduced in the chapter of research methodological design, consists of three components: intervention,
determinants, and outcomes. This section reports the assessments of the components of intervention and outcomes. The relationships among these three components, that is, whether the intervention is a proper choice for the determinants and whether the intervention causes the outcomes to happen, will be assessed in chapter 6.

4.2.1 Measurements of the Intervention

The intervention component in the change model is the EDRMS. It is deemed capable of bringing changes to the management of electronic documents and records generated in the city (the component of determinant in the change model). Since the EDRMS is a complicated application with many documents and records management functions, it is impossible for this evaluation to ask questions about every function offered by the system. In light of the evaluation question, which focuses on the effectiveness of the EDRMS from a user's perspective, four aspects, each consisting of a set of functional features, were selected for inquiry. These four aspects, namely, the overall design of the system, creation of electronic documents, documents and records locating, and use of e-mail, are considered as the most basic and fundamental ones and are most influential areas to consider when evaluating the effectiveness of the system.

4.2.1.1 Overall Design

Overall design here refers to the general considerations of the layout and features of the EDRMS that influence the use of other functional features in the system. Five statements were employed to collect user opinions:
Q4 The [EDRMS]\(^{110}\) interface is easy to use;

Q5 The applications (e.g., Microsoft Office) accessed through [the EDRMS] are sufficient for doing my job;

Q6 Saving all city documents and records in [the EDRMS] facilitates information sharing among departments;

Q19 “Project Folders” are useful since they allow me to group my documents and/or records together as I wish; and

Q30 Learning how to use [the EDRMS] has been easy.

The term “interface” in Q4 refers to the window view the user will first see after he or she launches the system. There is no definition provided for it in the questionnaire since its use was approved by the pilot project informants when the questionnaire was tested by them. The word is commonly used and is also employed in training materials designed for users. The EDRMS is fully integrated with the Windows operating system, thus many Windows Explore features, such as drop-down menus and various tool bars, are also available in the system. Apart from this, the interface is split into three panes, and each of them has distinctive functions. Through these panes, users can launch integrated applications, browse the universal file plan, create file folders/workspace, and search, view, and/or edit documents including their metadata.\(^{111}\) Q4 is asked under the assumption that its user-friendliness has direct impact on users’ experience of working with the system.

---

\(^{110}\) The square brackets here denote the fact that the actual name of the system was used in the questionnaire under the assumption that the respondents are more familiar with it than with a general expression of EDRMS, which, in turn, facilitates the understanding of questions asked. EDRMS is used in this text for the purpose of keeping the participating city anonymous.

\(^{111}\) Documents’ metadata are primarily contained in their profiles, which will be discussed in the section on document creation.
Q5 is concerned with the fact that only MS Office suite applications are integrated in the system.

Under the assumption that a centralized documents and records repository for the entire city facilitates information sharing across administration units, all documents and records generated by city staff are saved into the centralized database, of which the file plan is the manifestation. This means through searching the database or browsing the universal file plan, users can access all or any city documents and records that they have a right to access, without leaving their office. Q6 asks users' opinion about this design idea.

The centralized database design, however, changes the way users manage their own documents. When saving a document into the system, users do not have choices in terms of where to place the document - it automatically goes to the centralized database. In the environment of Windows Explore without document management functions, users have the autonomy to decide where to save their documents. When saving, they are prompted to create the file path (for example, on the hard drive or other storage media, either local or shared – folder – subfolder – document). Following the created file path to browse folder directories to find their documents after creation is the primary way of locating documents for most users.\(^{112}\) In the EDRMS, locating documents and records, including those users have themselves created, entails searching the database or

\(^{112}\) Users can also do a keyword search of file folders and/or documents through the search functions provided by Windows, but they are normally used when users cannot remember the file path for the document or folder name.
browsing the file plan. To complement this design and to accommodate users' habit of locating documents developed through using personal computers, the EDRMS provides a number of other means for documents locating.\textsuperscript{113} The Project Folder (referred to in Q19) is one of them. By creating project folders, users can group documents and/or records already existing in the database based on their needs. It is expected to facilitate access to frequently used documents and records for users' convenience.

Users learn how to operate the EDRMS in two ways: through the system's help file and with assistance from the RM department. Q30 asks how users learn about the EDRMS in a general way, and thus covers both activities. It is grouped here with other questions about the overall design of the system since assistance from the RM department is separately addressed in the section of measurements of operation.

The findings for overall design are reported in Table 4.1. The degree of agreement regarding these statements are coded using numbers 1 to 5, with 1 for “Strongly Agree”, 2 for “Agree”, 3 for “Neutral”, 4 for “Disagree”, and 5 for “Strongly Disagree”. This manner of coding is consistently employed in the data analysis process for both Likert scale statements and partially close-ended questions.

\textsuperscript{113} They will be discussed in the section on documents locating.
NR and TNR in the table refer to “number of responses” and “total number of responses”, and they will be used in other tables where appropriate. The last column in the table contains percentages of the combined responses for “Strongly Agree” (code 1) and for “Agree” (code 2) in the total number of responses, each representing the overall degree of agreement for one statement, which is considered to indicate a positive attitude towards the feature under evaluation. Without selecting any one of the options provided by the scale statement, respondent ID13 answered Q19 with “don’t use”. This answer is decided as not in favor of the statement, and therefore the overall positive attitude towards this statement is 56%, 28 out of 50.

The percentages in the table show a general satisfaction with the system’s overall design, especially with the centralized documents repository (98%), the interface (92%), and the applications provided (88%). Only 56% of respondents, however, think project folders are useful for grouping their documents, including

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>(1+2)NR/TNR%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1
Overall Design
one respondent who does not use this feature. Q19 will also be analyzed with other search functions in the section on documents locating (4.2.3). Respondents' learning experience with the EDRMS, which has a diverse response, will be discussed in light of respondents' background information in the next chapter.

4.2.1.2 Creation of Electronic Documents

The creation of electronic documents refers to the three methods of adding documents or records into the EDRMS:

a) to generate MS office documents using integrated applications
b) to import documents with file formats supported by the EDRMS from network shared drives, local drives, or from external media such as CD ROMs or floppy disks, and
c) to save e-mail messages (with attachment(s)) into the system from MS Outlook.

The imported documents and saved e-mail messages, if policies and procedures are strictly observed, should be records rather than documents, because only business-related documents need to be saved into the system as the city's official records. The documents created in the system using integrated applications can remain as documents until the moment when the author either marks them as records or throws them into the trash can. Despite this difference, all three types of document generation require the completion of document profiles – a compulsory condition for documents to be saved into the system. To profile documents means to supply values for various fields in the pop-up profile

---

114 See discussion on records and documents in Chapter 1.
window, one of which is the classification code field. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, incorrectly classified documents have remained an unsolved problem for the city's RM department ever since the universal file plan was integrated with the system, and classification backlogs have been accumulating after the "classify later" option was introduced into the file plan. Profiling and classifying documents, therefore, forms the center of inquiry in this section.

The questionnaire does not ask any questions about the actual use of MS applications out of the consideration that the MS Office suite has long been an integral element of office work, and familiarity with it is required by the job qualifications of these selected respondents. The questionnaire also does not ask questions about how to import records. Importing records into the EDRMS is infrequent because the system has been running for more than 10 years. However, the use of e-mail constitutes an independent aspect of investigation and will be discussed later in this chapter (section 4.2.4). There are two reasons for this decision: 1) e-mail is used in the city as an important communication channel, and 2) it is more complex to save e-mail messages into the system than it is to import documents, especially when e-mail messages have attachments.

Four statements in the questionnaire collect information on individual elements required by a document profile. They are:

---

115 The option "classify later" in the file plan was introduced to cope with the problem of incorrectly classified documents, but it also gives users the chance to avoid classification, and at the same time, save the documents into the system.
Q8 Supplying a descriptive title when profiling documents is easy;
Q9 Selecting security options when profiling documents is easy;
Q12 Classifying documents is easy; and
Q14 Setting fields in the document profile with default values reduces the time of profiling documents.

There are more elements than the above four in the document profile form, but some of them, such as "Author" and "Entered by," were not included because of their clarity and simplicity. These four are considered as applicable for all respondents, and each has a particularly important meaning for assessing the profiling function. The program theory posits that a descriptive title, as referred to in Q8, facilitates locating documents and records. The RM department uses the expression "descriptive title" in its training materials, and therefore this term is used in the statement without definition. Selecting security options (Q9) is done through the feature "Modify Security". It is important since selecting the proper security option protects personal and/or confidential information, assists the protection of record authenticity, and, at the same time, facilitates information sharing since the less restrictive access rights are, the more accessible information will be. Classifying documents is of critical importance for records management purposes. The ease of supplying values for these elements decides the time needed for completing the profile. Q14, setting default values, is asked out of the same concern. Setting default values is designed to help users who mostly deal with the same types of documents to reduce profiling time.

116 From the perspective of creating metadata necessary for documents and records management, these elements are crucial without any doubt. The purpose here is to investigate how effective the system is in terms of facilitating job duties, so the profiling elements considered as difficult or time-consuming require more attention.
The findings are presented in Table 4.2, and coding number 6 in the table indicates the user's unawareness of the feature of setting default value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2</th>
<th>Creation of Electronic Documents - Document Profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high positive percentage for Q8 (96%) denotes that users generally find it easy to supply descriptive titles to documents. The degree of agreement is also high (84%) for the ease of selecting security options. The answers to Q12 confirm the RM department's experience and the researcher's observation, because 17 respondents (34%) think classifying documents is difficult and 10 respondents (20%) hold a neutral attitude - making the overall positive attitude towards this statement only 46%. This is considered as a low percentage not only because of the absolute number, but also in the sense that it is low in comparison with other measurements in this evaluation, the majority of which are higher than 50%. Although 76% of respondents think setting default values for document profile reduces profiling time (Q14), 4 respondents answered that they are not aware of that feature.

In addition to collecting an indication of general experience regarding classifying, Q12 acts as a contingency question that filters out respondents who
are not qualified to answer Q13. Respondents who selected "Neutral", "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" (which was not selected by any of the respondents) for Q12, "Classifying documents is easy", were invited to answer Q13, a partially close-ended question. Q13 asks respondents to select items that all apply from a list of classification difficulties, which is exhausted with "others (please specify)".

The difficulties are coded using numbers from 1 to 4 as shown below:

1- There are too many levels and too many choices in the file classification system;
2 - Not all of the primaries (categories) in the file classification system are self-explanatory to me, and the explanations (scope notes) of the categories are not linked to these categories;
3 - "Recently Used Files" is not helpful; and
4 - The file classification system does not accommodate my needs.

"Recently Used Files" is a feature attaching to the field of classification in the profile form, and it is designed to help find classification codes through recently used files under the assumption that, for a particular user, some classification codes are repeatedly used if he or she only deals with documents of the same nature. The data from Q13 are grouped in Table 4.3:
The above table shows that Difficulty 1, too many levels and too many choices, was selected 19 times, giving it the highest percentage response rate among the selected difficulties (19 out of 49, 39%), and making it a difficulty for the majority of respondents (70%). The next most selected difficulty is Difficulty 2, the one about the construction of primaries in the file plan and the scope notes that explain them, with 59% of respondents considering it problematical. It is understood that it would be very difficult, if it is not impossible, to construct primaries that are completely self-explanatory, on the one hand, and try to make them as short as subject heading entries, on the other. The reason for providing this difficulty in Q13 is that it is the researcher's observation that users do not have access to the scope notes explaining primaries, to which only the RM department has access. The data collected here confirms this observation, as the difficulty was selected 16 times, 33% of the number of selected difficulties.

117 Number of respondents who answered Q13.
118 Total number of selected difficulties.
119 Number of selected difficulty.
Difficulties 3 and 4 both were selected 7 times, indicating they are minor difficulties in the users' consideration. This implies, if thinking from the opposite side, that “Recently Used Files” (in Difficulty 3) is helpful for most users and the file plan is comprehensive enough to cover user needs.

Five respondents provided additional comments in the space left for “Other (please specify)”. Respondent ID12 comments that, “Classifying info is still somewhat subjective. Different people may file the same document under different classifications.” This comment does not point to any specific classification difficulty (as the question asked for); instead, it offers the user's observation about the use of a subject-based file plan. The basic structure of the city's universal file plan is hierarchical in nature, constituting four levels: sections, primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries (not for all secondaries), from general to specific. The establishment of sections is based on the functions the city performs such as Administration, Finance, and Legislative Services. However, the primaries broken down from sections, the secondaries broken down from primaries, and the tertiaries broken down from secondaries are all subject areas or subject categories. The observation provides some points for the argument that it is difficult to decide subjects when classifying documents and different people may classify the same document under different subjects.

Respondent ID27, who did not select any other difficulties provided, offered his or her experience of classifying documents: “It is only easy to use if you know where to file the info already.” It is probable that this seemingly simple sentence
indeed implies a two-fold meaning: one refers to the difficulty of classifying documents – you really need to know where to place the document; another refers to the technological convenience provided by the system – it is easy to use once you know where to place it. The same respondent also comments that, "There are also a lot of steps to get to the correct file." This is considered as the same problem as Difficulty 1 in the pre-conceived classification difficulties.

Respondent ID34 complains that, "Too much time is spent trying to find the right spot." This respondent also selected Difficulties 1, 2, and 3, indicating that he or she has encountered all these classification difficulties. The suggestion from respondent ID38, "A master list with more detailed description is needed", is considered as the same problem as Difficulty 2, the lack of scope notes for users. Respondent ID48 points out a specific difficulty in relation to the nature of his or her job duties: "Often I am working on a document that has come from someone else, so I'm not always aware of exactly what the document is about and how it should be classified." This explains the fact that this respondent reported that the file plan did not meet his or her needs (Difficulty 4).

4.2.1.3 Documents and Records Locating

Measurements of documents and records locating focus on EDRMS search and browse functions, including other features facilitating the location of documents and/or records.

The statements used to collect the information are listed below, and the findings are reported in Table 4.4. Coding number 6 indicates the respondent's
unawareness of the retrieval feature asked.

**Q15** Finding documents or records in [EDRMS] is easy.

**Q17** “Quick Searches” are convenient because the queries I formulate can be saved for later use or edited for new use.

**Q18** Sorting search results (e.g., sorting by columns like document title) helps me find desired documents and/or records.

**Q19** “Project Folders” are useful since it allows me to group my documents and/or records together as I wish.

The “Quick Searches” feature allows the user to save search criteria frequently performed for quick access and the saved “quick searches” enables other users with assigned access rights (such as project members) to perform the same search without re-formulating search criteria.

Sorting search results is designed to help users in situations where a large number of hits are returned and the desired responses are not readily found. Sorting is done by selecting columns such as title, date, or author, depending on user needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Table 4.4</th>
<th>Documents and Records Locating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Q15 10 23 12 4 1 50 50 66%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q17 16 18 11 1 0 4 50 68%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q18 17 15 14 0 0 4 50 64%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q19 9 19 19 2 0 49 56%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.4 shows that users' responses to the general statement on finding documents in the system (Q15) is consistent with their opinions on other specific document-locating features ("Quick Searches", "Shorting", and "Project Folders") – they are almost at the same level of agreement (56%-68%). The comparatively large numbers of "Neutral" for all four statements indicate the users' uncertainty when using these features. Also worth noting is that, for Q17 and Q18, four respondents express that they are not aware of "Quick Searches" and "Shorting".

To further the above inquiry, a partially close-ended question, Q16, was asked to identify respondents' preferred methods of locating documents. The findings are provided in Table 4.5 with coding numbers 1 to 5 representing the following search methods:

1 - Single field search in the profile (e.g., document number or author or title);
2 - Multi-fields search in the profile (e.g., document number and author and title);
3 - Recently Edited Documents;
4 - Browsing the file plan; and
5 - Advanced Search (easy search, content search, custom search)

The feature "Recently Edited Documents" lists the last 30 documents the user edited. The advanced search allows the user to form more sophisticated search formula through the use of Boolean and/or proximity operators.
Table 4.5  
Documents and Records Locating Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q16</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSLM\textsuperscript{120}</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNSLM\textsuperscript{121}</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSLM/TNSLM%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNR</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSLM/TNR%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table, locating methods 1, 2, and 3 have very close selection percentages (28\%, 24\%, and 29\%), with 3, “Recently Edited Documents”, slightly higher (29\%). Locating method 5, advanced search, is considered by only 20 respondents as one of their preferred methods. Consistent with the identification of classification difficulties in the previous section, locating method 4, *Browsing the file plan*, ranks as the least preferred method (3\%), and only 10\% respondents (5 out of 50) selected it. Among these five respondents, two selected “Strongly Agree” and three selected “Agree” for Q12, “Classifying documents is easy”, confirming that they are good at using the file plan.

4.2.1.4 Use of E-mail

The city’s e-mail application, MS Outlook, is not integrated with the EDRMS. Saving e-mail messages into the system is not mandatory due to the huge volume of messages created every day and the transitory nature of most messages. The

\textsuperscript{120} Number of selected locating method.  
\textsuperscript{121} Total number of selected locating methods.
RM department advises employees to save business-related e-mail messages into the system as the city's official records. Saving e-mail messages in electronic format is promoted as a more reliable method than printing them out in the sense that electronic versions capture many other technological data in addition to textual content, and it also makes the messages electronically searchable. The use of e-mail in this section refers to attaching documents or records to e-mail messages and saving e-mail messages (with attachment(s)) into the system.

Three statements used for opinion collection are listed below:

Q20 Attaching documents or records in [the EDRMS] to an e-mail message is easy.
Q21 Saving e-mail messages in [the EDRMS] is easy.
Q22 Saving e-mail messages that have attachment(s) in [the EDRMS] is easy.

Saving e-mail messages into the EDRMS means to select and profile the messages; the “Application” field in the profile automatically captures their format as MS Outlook documents. Saving e-mail messages that have attachment(s) into the EDRMS can be done in two ways: to save the message and the attachment(s) together and therefore profile them as one record, or to save the message and the attachment(s) separately and profile them separately. Since profiling documents lays the foundation for documents locating, the attachment(s) saved with the messages cannot be independently searched.

Data are reported in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6
Use of E-mail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>(1+2)NR/TNR%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondent ID13 did not make any selections for Q21 and Q22 since he or she “have not done this (saving e-mail message)”. While similarly answered Q21 with “never done”, respondent ID33 selected “3”, which means “Neutral”, for Q22. This answer is considered conflicting with the “never done” answer for Q21 since if one has saved e-mail messages with attachment(s), one must have also saved e-mail messages into the system. The “Neutral” answer therefore is not included into the total number of responses for Q22, which makes the total numbers of responses for both questions 48. This number is consequently used for calculating the percentages.

The percentages of agreement descend from attaching e-mail message, saving e-mail message, to saving e-mail message with attachment(s), confirming the assumption that the difficulty for, or time needed to, perform these functions increases along the same order.

4.2.2 Measurements of Outcomes

The expected outcomes from the EDRMS program are, as identified in the program theory, increased productivity, enhanced information sharing, reliable
and authentic electronic records, and reduced paper records volume. Two
statements collect information about office productivity and information sharing
from all identified respondents, and five statements collect information about office
productivity, information sharing, and paper records volume from the comparison
group, who answer the five additional questions based on their working
experience in the city before and after the implementation of the EDRMS. The
questions about whether the records in the system are reliable or authentic are
difficult to ask from users' perspectives, and it would be more logical to address
them to the RM department who are charged with the responsibilities of ensuring
records reliability and authenticity. In this thesis, therefore, the assessment of
records reliability and authenticity is addressed in the form of assessing users'
understanding of certain features that are designed for reliability and authenticity
as required by the DoD5015.2 standard. The assessment of understanding will be
discussed in section 4.3.1.1 in connection with the trainings provided by the RM
department.

4.2.2.1 Outcome Measurements from All Respondents

Two questions, Q6 regarding information sharing and Q24 regarding office
productivity, are listed below. The findings are reported in Table 4.7.

Q6 Saving all city documents and records in [the EDRMS] facilitates information
sharing among departments/divisions/sections.

Q24 In general, the functions provided by [the EDRMS] help me with my job tasks.
Q6 was also presented in section 4.2.1 in connection with the system’s overall design of having a centralized documents and records repository. It is also presented here under the assumption that users’ agreement with this design will motivate their active participation in sharing information. However, this statement by itself – even it has a very high percentage of agreement (98%) – does not indicate an achievement of the outcome. The outcome of information sharing in this thesis is assessed in conjunction with the measurements of document/record locating and cooperation among working units, which are assessed in the comparison group. It will be impossible to share information if it cannot be located. Cooperation entails information sharing. The findings of these three variables will be interpreted and analyzed together in the next chapter.

Office productivity is another major goal of the EDRMS program, and the high percentage from Q24 (90%, without any selection of “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree”) demonstrates a great degree of achievement of this goal. Both outcomes will be further assessed with the comparison group.

### 4.2.2.2 Outcome Measurements from the Comparison Group

The five statements used for the comparison group are formulated as follows and findings are presented in Table 4.8.
In comparison with the situation before [EDRMS] was implemented, I find that
Q33 less time is needed to retrieve documents or records;
Q34 the volume of paper records is reduced;
Q35 using the EDRMS speeds up my completion of work, because I now can
access documents and records (that I have the right to see) from any
computers that are connected to the City’s computer network, regardless of
time or location;
Q36 co-operating with other departments becomes easier, because I now can
access documents and records created by other departments, and vice
versa; and
Q37 my office productivity has increased.

As stated in the previous section, information sharing and office productivity
are two major goals of the EDRMS program. Q36, from another angle, collects
opinion on information sharing in a specific situation. Q33, Q35, and Q37 are all
about office productivity, with the former two concerning specific aspects and the
latter summarizing the overall experience. To reduce the volume of paper records
is also a major goal of the program since the assumption is, by reducing the
volume of paper records, costs will also be reduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome Measurements from Comparison Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The high level of agreement of Q36 (90%) indicates a great degree of achievement of the outcome of information sharing in the case of co-operation. The two aspects of office productivity, reduced time for finding documents (Q33) and unlimited time and location for information access (Q35), also have very high levels of affirmation (93% and 90%). The overall experience on increased office productivity, however, has a comparatively lower percentage (73%), with 7 uncertain respondents and 1 respondent disagrees. It is interesting to notice that Q34, the volume of paper records is reduced, has the lowest percentage of agreement in the entire evaluation.

4.3 Assessing the Action Model

Only two components in the action model, the intervention and service delivery protocols and the target populations, were evaluated in this thesis project because they are the only components reasonable for users of the system to provide opinions. The other components such as implementation organizations, implementers, and associate organizations and community partners were articulated in the previous chapter for the purpose of understanding the program and the program theory, but were decided not for evaluation. The RM department in the city and the partners of the program such as the IT department were considered as more suitable informants for evaluations of these components than the users of the system. It is necessary to point out that all these components have impacts on the outcomes of the program, and they too require evaluation.
4.3.1 Measurements of Intervention and Service Delivery Protocols

The intervention and service delivery protocols are identified in the action model as the program manual and the EDRMS-related services the RM department provides. The program manual spells out the goals of and the rationales for the program and explains the functional features of the EDRMS. Together with trainings provided by the records management personnel, the program manual is considered the primary source for users to understand records management concepts and principles in relation to electronic records in an EDRMS environment. The EDRMS-related services provided by the RM department include trainings and internal guidelines, which are embedded in the RM department’s day-to-day working procedures. The measurements reported below are organized as: 1) users’ understandings of records management concepts and principles and 2) users’ opinions about the service delivering activities currently performed by the RM department.

4.3.1.1 Understandings of RM Concepts and Principles

The statements used to measure the understanding of RM concepts and principles are listed below:

Q7 Creating profiles for documents is necessary;
Q10 “Modify Security” is useful for sharing information (when full access is assigned to the document) and protecting confidentiality (when selected access rights are assigned to the document);
Q11 Classifying documents when profiling documents is necessary;
Q23 “History” is useful because it includes information about a document and
what has happened to it since it was created (e.g., information about who accessed it and when);

Q31 When using documents in [the EDRMS], I trust them as reliable information sources; and

Q32 “Mark as a Record” is a necessary feature of [the EDRMS].

The above questions about “necessary” and “useful” features of the system (Q7, Q10, Q11, and Q23) test users’ understandings of why they are required to perform some activities (Q7, profiling and Q11, classifying) and why certain features are provided by the system (Q10, “Modify Security” and Q23 “History”). These activities and features are new to the EDRMS users since they did not appear in their past working environment employing a paper records system. They are critical for managing electronic documents and records. Profiling documents is indeed the procedure of creating metadata, and a profile containing sufficient information can serve many purposes including enhancing documents locating, ensuring records reliability and authenticity, and facilitating long-term preservation. Such importance may not be that obvious to users. For general users, who are not trained information professionals, a keyword search is the most common means for locating electronic resources. In addition, general users are not concerned with the authenticity and long-term preservation of electronic records. The feature “Modify Security”, however, may be an exception to this statement. Depending on the legal environment, different jurisdictions may have different requirements in terms of setting classification levels for documents. In China, for example, its Keeping Secrets Law stipulates that the author of the document has the responsibility of setting the classification level. Some examples of the different purposes of metadata are provided here. The descriptive information recorded in the fields such as “Title”, “Author”, can be used for documents locating; the identification of author, use of “Modify Security”, and checking on “History” help to decide the degree of records reliability and authenticity. The file formats recorded in “Application” could be helpful when developing a long-term preservation strategy. These examples are not meant to be mutually exclusive. Metadata types in fact overlap with each other in many cases. The types of metadata for records management purposes are discussed in the ISO 23081-1:2006 metadata standard.
resources as part of their day-to-day work. The rationales for creating mandatory profiles need to be explicitly articulated for their understanding. "Modify Security" and "History" are another two features useful for realizing both documents and records management functions, but they may not be understood by users in the same way as they are by records management professionals. Classifying documents in the past served as the primary method for users to locate documents. Therefore it was easier for them to understand why classification was needed. In today's electronic environment, keyword searching greatly reduces users' reliance on file classification to find desired documents or records. Classification remains vital for records management functions, since records need to be managed by classes, that is, they need to be scheduled and disposed by class. It is also true, of course, that classification is a means to assemble records in aggregations (of an office, series, file, etc.) that exhibit their relationships.

Statements 31 and 32 assess users' understanding of reliability and authenticity more directly. It is assumed that information reliability is every user's concern since it has direct impact on fulfilling their job duties. The feature "Mark as a Record" is considered as the most effective method of ensuring records authenticity in the electronic environment since the execution of it makes the documents read-only. The program manual explains it as the equivalent of "sending to file" in the paper system. When a document is marked as a record, the system flags this change of status using a small red dot on its document format.
From that point onward, the record is unalterable and no one will be able to change or edit it, including the author. The record can be accessed for viewing and its content can be saved as another copy for editing or other uses. Considering it a critical feature of the system, the RM department produced a brochure offering guidelines on when documents should be marked as records.125

The findings for this section are reported in Table 4.9. Coding number 6 for Q23 and Q32 indicates the respondents’ lack of awareness of the feature; however, it indicates “I have never thought about this” for Q31.

By a quick glance at the percentages in the table, a general conclusion can be reached that the respondents have a very good understanding of records management requirements. Despite the fact that many of them report difficulties of classifying documents, 34 respondents (88%) agree that classifying documents is necessary and not one respondent strongly disagrees with this statement. The

124 The icon that denotes it is a Word document or a Power Point presentation.
125 See discussion on “Mark as a Record” in chapter 5.
necessity of profiling documents and the usefulness of “History” also have very high levels of agreement (92% and 94%). There are, however, two respondents who report a lack of awareness of the feature “History”.

The best understood feature, or the most popular one, is “Modify Security”. It is selected by 48 respondents (96%) for its usefulness in allowing information sharing on the one hand, and protecting sensitive information on the other. Compared to the percentage for Q31 (82%), which concerns information reliability, the statement on the necessity of marking documents as records (Q32) has a lower level of agreement (66%). Three respondents report that they have never thought about whether the information they use in the system is reliable or not, and 2 respondents express that they are not aware of the feature “Mark as a Record”.

4.3.1.2 Service Delivering Activities

The service delivering activities currently carried out in the EDRMS program are measured through three statements and two partially close-ended questions, which are respectively listed before the tables reporting findings.

Three statements:

Q25 It is important to have a staff person in each department with assigned responsibility to manage documents and records; and
Q26 Using the titling guidelines facilitates document and records retrieval;
Q27 Assistance from the RM Department (such as training sessions, manuals and brochures, and help provided through phone calls) has been necessary for
my understanding and use of [EDRMS].

Q25 is a policy-related statement concerning the fact that in an electronic working environment, records management responsibilities are shared between records management professionals and individual documents creators. It intends to collect opinions from these identified key users who have the responsibility to manage documents and records with regard to this shared responsibility. Q26 assesses users' understanding of the benefits of using titling guidelines, which the RM department develops for documents creators to supply descriptive titles for the documents they create. Assistance from the RM department is considered in the action model one major component impacting the success of the program. Q27 gathers comments about the services the RM department provides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>(1+2)NR/TNR%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 46 respondents who think the assistance from the RM department is necessary for their understanding and use of the EDRMS (25 “Strongly Agree” and 21 “Agree”), making the positive attitude a high percentage of 92%. Respondents also demonstrate a good understanding about the use of titling guidelines (80%), with no one respondent selecting “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree”. About half of the respondents, however, feel uncertain or disagree
(including two who selected “Strongly Disagree”) with the importance of having a staff person in each department responsible for managing documents and records.

Data from the following two partially close-ended questions are summarized into Table 4.11 and Table 4.12, respectively:

Q29 The assistance currently provided by the RM Department for using the EDRMS is
   1 - Extremely helpful
   2 - Helpful
   3 - Neutral (neither helpful nor not helpful)
   4 - Not helpful
   5 - Totally useless

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.11 Service Delivering Activities - Current Assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The level of agreement regarding the usefulness of assistance from the RM department presents also a high percentage, and no one respondent selected “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree”. Since respondent ID38 did not select any answer for this question, the total number of response was calculated as 49 and the positive attitude percentage is 84%, or 41 out of 49.

Q28 further explores the types of assistance users prefer.
Q28 The following types of assistance have been most valuable to me (select all that apply)
1 - Classroom computer training
2 - One-on-one instruction (including telephone and on-site)
3 - Training videos (TV snacks) on the Intranet
4 - Manuals and brochures
5 - Other (please specify)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q28</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>TNSTA\textsuperscript{126}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSTA\textsuperscript{127}</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSTA /TNSTA%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the four types of assistance currently available in the city, Type 1, Classroom Computer Training, ranks as the most preferred training method (40%). Type 2, One-on-One Instruction, and Type 4, Manuals and Brochures, follows as the second and third (31% and 25.4%). The training videos (Type 3) mounted on the city’s intranet recording consultant’s instructions about the system and its features, was selected the fewest times (4 out of 110, 3.6%).

4.3.2 Measurements of the Target Population

The target population identified in the action model constitutes all employees in the city for whom the EDRMS is a tool of managing job-related documents and records. The current evaluation only collects information from a portion of this group, as stated in the methodology chapter, these being the key users of the

\textsuperscript{126} Total Number of Selected Types of Assistance.

\textsuperscript{127} Number of Selected Types of Assistance.
system whose job duties include the management of documents and records. The term “target population” is used for the portion of the group in discussions in this evaluation and its findings.

Two aspects of the target population were assessed: one is about their work-related backgrounds and another is about their experience of learning how to use the EDRMS. Three close-ended questions and one statement were used in the measurements. Q1, Q2, and Q3 asked, respectively, how long they had worked with the city, how long they have worked with the EDRMS, and how they view their computer skills. The findings are reported in Table 4.13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Backgrounds</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>V. Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 20 respondents who have worked with the city for fewer than 10 years (inclusive) and 30 for more than 10 years. Most of them have worked with the EDRMS for a not-too-short time period as the numbers of respondents who select 5-7 years (NR=18) and 8-10 years (NR=23) indicate. It is impressive that 21 respondents rate their computer skills as “Very Strong” and 22 rate as “Strong”. With the rest of the respondents (7) rating their computer skills as “sufficient for
job requirements", no one rates their skills as "weak" or "very weak".

Q30, Learning how to use [the EDRMS] has been easy, is reported in Table 4.14 as the following; which results in a not high percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.14</th>
<th>Measurements of the Target Group - Learning Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected from Q1 are themselves not intended to be analyzed for the purpose of assessing the program theory; instead, Q1 is a contingency question asked for the purpose of constructing a comparison group of respondents. Respondents who have worked with the city for more than 10 years were invited to answer questions in the additional section, Part III, of the questionnaire. The intention of constructing a comparison group and designing an additional section in the questionnaire is to collect opinions about the EDRMS from users who have experience working with the city before and after the implementation of the system.

This chapter explains the rationales behind the construction of questions in relation to the program theory, summarizes data in accordance with evaluated program components, and reports descriptive statistics of individual variables. The (1+2)NR/TNR% column in the tables indicate users’ positive attitudes to the features offered by the EDRMS, the program implementation, and the outcomes.
Classification difficulties, user preferred document-locating methods and types of RM assistance are presented in more detail. Further discussions based on the above findings will be the focus of the next chapter, *Discussions and Implications*. 
Chapter 5 Discussions and Implications

The previous chapter analyzes data collected by the questionnaire and summarizes them in tables. Each table reports findings in the form of individual variables, and the fourteen tables together generate the overall assessment about the EDRMS program under evaluation. This chapter will discuss the issues emerging in the findings, analyze possible relationships between two or more variables, and identify areas requiring further attention.

5.1 Document Classification

As Table 4.2 displays, supplying classification codes for documents in accordance with the city's universal file plan (Q12) is considered by users as the least easy one to do among the three profiling fields evaluated (Q8, Q9, and Q12). Among 50 respondents, 10 express uncertainty about their experience with classifying documents (code 3, "Neutral"), which may indicate that sometimes classifying is easy or difficult. While no respondents select "Strongly Disagree", 17 respondents explicitly express that classifying documents is difficult (code 4, "Disagree"). These 27 respondents who do not think classifying documents is easy further identified classification difficulties through answering a partially close-ended question. This section discusses respondents' backgrounds, the design of the file plan, and the time for classification with respect to these classification difficulties.
5.1.1 User Background

Users' backgrounds are considered as one factor influencing their experience of classifying documents. Three questions in the questionnaire collect users' background information: Q1, the time period working with the city, Q2, the time period working with the EDRMS, and Q3, the self-rated computer skills. The data Q1 collects appear less relevant to the analysis of classification, and are therefore not discussed here. The background information collected by Q2 and Q3 are analyzed with Q12, *Classifying documents is easy*, in the following tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.1 Classification and Time Period Working with the EDRMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)/NR%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDA/NR%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN/NR%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of classification experience with time period of working with the system (which includes the use of the file plan) is based on the assumption that the more time the users spend on using the file plan, the more familiar they are with the classification, and therefore the easier classifying documents will be. In

---

128 The statements or questions in the tables of this chapter may be paraphrased for the purpose of fitting into the table.
the table, numbers of selections of the combined "Strongly Agree" and "Agree" (N(SA+A)), "Disagree" (NDA), and "Neutral" (NN)\textsuperscript{129} are listed in relation to the four time periods, each of which has a number of respondents, namely, 3, 6, 18, and 23, respectively. The percentages of selections are calculated for each time period and then compared across the four time periods. These percentages apparently indicate that no correlation can be established between these two variables, that is, there is no direct proportional relationship between classifying documents and the time factor as premised by the assumption. Among the respondents who have worked with the system for only one year, 66.7% strongly agree or agree that classifying documents is easy, and among the respondents who have worked with the system for 2-4 years, no respondents strongly agree or agree with the statement. While the percentage of the combined "Strongly Agree" and "Agree" for the group that has worked for "8-10 years" is slightly higher than that for the group that has worked "5-7 years" (52.2% vs. 50%), both percentages are lower than that for the group of one year (66.7%), which contradicts the assumption that longer experience eases the difficulty of classifying documents. The contradiction is also evident in the percentages disagreeing with the statement. Respondents with 2-4 years working time with the system disagree the most (66.7%) among the four user groups, and the user group with a longer working time with the system (5-7 years) disagrees the least (22.2%). The "Neutral" percentages generally descend when the length of time period increases, except for the first group. This may imply that time is not a definitively influential

\textsuperscript{129} No selection of "Strongly Disagree" in Q12.
factor for the ease of classifying documents, but it may enhance users' understanding of the file plan, since there is a tendency that the longer they have worked with the system, the less uncertain they are about classifying records.

Another assumption employed to analyze classification is that users' computer skills may have an influence on their classification activities, that is, that stronger computer skills make classification easier. Computer skills in this research refer to the general understanding of the Windows operating system and commonly used applications for personal computers. This assumption is based on the fact that the file plan is integrated with the EDRMS as a structured, expanding-collapsing categories tree with some classification-help features, such as Recently Used Documents, which requires users to understand both the operation system and the application. The respondents generally regard themselves as having good computer skills. In answer to Q3, all said that their skills were at least sufficient. Following the same analyzing pattern, numbers of selections for Q12 are listed in relation to the three groups of respondents who possess different levels of computer skills. Percentages are calculated for each group and compared across the three groups.
The above table indicates that respondents with stronger computer skills tend to agree or agree more strongly with the statement: 47.6% in the “Very Strong” group, 45.5% in the “Strong” group, and 43% in the “Sufficient” group. The percentages of disagreement are consistent with this tendency as they increase from 29%, to 32%, and to 57% when the levels of rated computer skills go down. However, even in the “Very Strong” and “Strong” groups, there are large numbers of “Neutral percentages” (23.8% and 22.7%), indicating there are other factors than computer skills that affect users’ experience of classifying documents.

Much more goes into determining users’ capability than the two factors analyzed here indicate. Other factors, such as adequacy of training, undoubtedly contribute to the experience of using the file plan. Moreover, the number of years respondents have worked with the system may not reveal how experienced they are with using the file plan. While respondents all have responsibilities of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Self-rated computer skills</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>V. Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q12</th>
<th>Classifying documents is easy</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)/NR%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDA/NR%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN/NR%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2
Classification and Computer Skills
managing records, the degree to which they use the file plan obviously varies depending on the work they do. Jobs focusing on records keeping require more time for classification than jobs focusing on other administrative tasks. This means that users who have worked with the EDRMS for a shorter period of time may have spent more time on classification than some who have worked with the EDRMS for a longer period of time, and this could affect the analysis results reported in Table 5.1. In addition, the analysis results could also be affected by the type of documents or records the user classifies. If the user's job requires he or she to deal with documents of the same nature, he or she would know the classification categories for those types of documents very well after using the file plan for a while, which then would make the subsequent classifications easier and faster. However, in the situation depicted by respondent ID48, where he or she often works with documents from someone else and the subject(s) of these documents require content scrutiny every time for the purpose of classification, the time period of working with the system and of using the file plan would appear to be less relevant to his or her classification activities. As reported in the answer to Q13, the problem is that he or she does not know "exactly what [the] document is about and how it should be classified." Given these considerations, further questions about users' job tasks and the nature of documents they tend to classify may generate a more accurate understanding on the relationship between the time factor and classification. Given the time and research method constraints, however, questions at a more general level or questions serving multiple

---

130 This is quite apparent in their job descriptions.
purposes take priority in this research, and areas requiring more explorations are left to further research. The identification of such areas, as they emerge from other discussions in this chapter, is one of the goals of the current research.

5.1.2 Design of the File Plan

The above section addresses classification through analyzing it in connection with users' computer skills and experience working with the system. As the discussion demonstrates, experience using the system cannot alone explain classification problems. It is also true that users with strong computer skills also encounter classification difficulties. This leads to the thinking about the design of the city's universal classification system. As introduced in the previous chapter, the city's universal file plan considers itself a system with mixed functions and subjects, as the city's major functions form sections at the highest level and subject areas constitute primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries at lower levels. Sections are organized based on the division of administrative and operational functions, and subject areas are arranged in alphabetical and/or chronological orders. The following points are derived from users' indication of the reasons why they find classifying records difficult.

a) The most selected classification difficulty is that there are too many levels and choices in the file classification system (Difficulty 1 in Q13);

b) Respondent ID34 complains that "too much time is spent trying to find the right spot,"

131 For example, Q2, the time period of working with the EDRMS, is also used to analyze user search experience with the system.

132 In addition to subject files, secondaries in the file plan may also include case files. Case files are left out of the discussion, because classifying them appears to be less problematical.
c) Respondent ID12 comments that "classifying info is still somewhat subjective. Different people may file the same document under different classifications."

d) Respondent ID27 comments that "it is only easy to use if you know where to file the info already."

e) Seven respondents report that the file classification system does not accommodate their needs (Difficulty 4 in Q13); and

f) As indicated by the above discussion on comments provided by respondent ID48, the natures of the job duties users perform impact their classifying activities.

These points can then be summarized into three areas: a) the design of the file plan as a universal file plan, b) the design of the file plan as a subject-based file plan, and c) the design of the file plan based on user needs analysis.

Design of the File Plan as a Universal File Plan

A universal file plan is a records classification system or classification scheme designed and used for the entire organization. As a critical RM tool, it offers many advantages from a management perspective. A universal file plan identifies all records generated in the organization in accordance with established logic and categories, and therefore enables systematic and consistent records management. Identifying classes of records forms the basis for establishing and executing retention schedules, facilitates managing vital records and avoiding risks, and protects and preserves corporate intellectual assets. A universal file plan also helps overcome inconsistencies in classifying records typically caused by different classification practices employed by different departments or offices in
the organization, which, in turn, facilitates information locating and sharing. All these advantages, however, depend on users' assigning the correct classification codes to each and every document in the classification system. An EDRMS environment requires all users of the system to classify their own documents as opposed to the traditional centralized paper records environment in which file clerks classify records for records creators. As the Unite Kingdom National Archives puts it, "with the advent of ERMS, we are all filing clerks now."¹³³ For general users who lack classification and indexing skills that, in the past, were possessed by specialists, a universal file plan for all documents generated in the organization can become overwhelming. Respondents often report that they had to browse the entire file plan in order to classify one document, that "there are too many levels and too many choices" in the file plan, and that "too much time" is spent on finding the right classification code. Although a corporate wide classification system is no doubt desirable, when individual employees have to use the file plan, more considerations should be given to the assistance users need to classify records in an appropriate and effective manner.

**Design of the File Plan as a Subject-Based File Plan**

Classification, as a means of sorting and categorizing objects, has been employed by many disciplines.¹³⁴ While the development of classification systems in the records management field has been less standardized than it has

in libraries, and records classification systems are mostly locally constructed, their construction has also often been based on subject classification principles. Classification by subject requires understanding of the objects being classified and familiarity with the logic and structure of the classification system. For discrete or stand-alone items such as books and published maps, the subjects of which can be identified through examining them at hand, the subject-based classification system serves both management and retrieval purposes very well. It has proved to be less advantageous for classifying records, which usually require additional information to be understood. Records are either instruments created to carry out practical activities or by-products resulted from the process of carrying out those activities. To understand records requires, in addition to contents of the records, contextual information on their generation. Classification solely based on the subjects of individual records could obscure their relationships with other records generated by the same activities and thus hinder records management and archival activities. Function-based classification systems emphasizing the context of records have been receiving increased attention in recent years. The idea of building classification systems according to administrative functions rather than subjects is nothing new. T.R. Schellenberg described the “function-activity-transaction” structure for developing a classification system in 1956, but it was not adopted widely by organizations in any rigorous way.

To distinguish these two types of classification systems in a general manner,

---

135 See more discussion on the concept of record in chapter 1.
a subject-based classification system can be viewed as using a bottom-up approach, since it starts with individual records. By contrast, a function-based classification system employs a top-down approach, since it starts with the structure of the organization. In subject-based classification systems, subject terms abstracted from content analysis constitute the classification categories and the relationships among these terms are semantic in nature, that is, in relation to the same subject, narrower terms are grouped under a broader term. Function-based classification systems are constructed through analyzing the organization in relation to its external and internal environments and decomposing the identified functions to records-creation level with intention of charactering records in their originating contexts. It is advocated as the best practice of managing records, since it conforms to the processes of conducting business or fulfilling tasks.

For the purpose of this thesis, two examples of types of function-based classification system are identified: the classification system that is built upon the Step B: Analysis of Business Activity in the Australian DIRKS manual (Designing and Implementing Recordkeeping Systems: Manual for Commonwealth Agencies)\textsuperscript{137} and the classification system that is built upon the Canadian BASCS methodology (Business Activity Structure Classification)\textsuperscript{138}.

The eight-step Australian DIRKS manual is developed by the National Archives of Australia (NAA) in support of commonwealth agencies' compliance with the national records management standard, AS 15489-2000. It was the first and most comprehensive methodology made publicly available that addresses the construction of function-based classification system. Step B of the manual, *Analysis of Business Activity*, aims to develop "a conceptual model of what [the] organisation does and how it does it". This method utilizes two types of analysis: analysis of business activities in light of the organization's mission and goals, which identifies functions and activities, and analysis of business processes at the operational level, which analyzes business transactions. Following the AS 15489-2000 standard, the manual defines function, activity, and transaction as follows.

Functions are the largest unit of business activity in an organization. They represent the major responsibilities that are managed by the organization to fulfill its goals. Functions are high-level aggregates of the organization's activities.

Activities are the major tasks performed by the organization to accomplish each of its functions. Several activities may be associated with each function.

Transactions are the smallest unit of business activity. They should be tasks, not subjects or record types. Transactions will help define the scope or boundaries of activities and provide the basis for identifying the records that are required to meet the business needs of the organization.

---


140 The explanatory information about "function", "activity", and "transaction" was most directly taken from, National Archives of Australia, "DIRKS: Step B - Analysis of business activity"; available from http://www.naa.gov.au/recordkeeping/diks/Dirkman/step_B.html; Internet; accessed 18 August 2006, but re-organized and sometimes paraphrased for discussion purpose.
The immediate product resulting from this analysis is the Business Classification Scheme (BCS), a hierarchical model of the relationship between the organization's functions, activities and transactions. A BCS representing the identified functions, activities, and transactions, including scope notes and date ranges, acts as the foundation for the development of recordkeeping tools, from which the records classification scheme and another important classification tool, the function thesaurus, can be developed.141 A records classification scheme built on a BCS has a hierarchical structure with three levels, namely, function, activity, and transaction, in parallel with the levels in the BCS, and basically employs the same terms used to describe the functions and activities in the BCS for its first and second levels. The third level, called the transaction level or topic level is formed by analyzing the flow or steps in transactions, and it is left to users to describe.142

The other important classification tool, the functions thesaurus, is a list of terms purposefully selected as preferred ones in depicting the functions, activities, and transactions identified by the BCS. These terms are accompanied by scope notes explaining their meanings and usages within the broad business contexts. The functions thesaurus displays these preferred terms (also called authorized terms) in an alphabetical structure; each term in the list, however, is placed in the hierarchy of "function-activity-topic-subtopic". For user convenience, a functions

141 The terms "records classification scheme" and "functions thesaurus" are derived from the Australian Standard for Records Management, AS ISO 15489, Part 2, Clause 4.2.2.1. 
A records classification scheme (function-based classification system) aided by a functions thesaurus standardizes records classification in describing records categories and avoids misplacing records due to similar meanings of various terms. The *Keyword AAA: A Thesaurus of General Terms* developed by the State Records Authority of New South Wales is a typical example of a functions thesaurus.  

The BASCS methodology is developed and promoted by the Library and Archives of Canada for the purpose of constructing function-based classification system to replace its *Subject Block Numeric Classification System*, which has been in use for decades. The development of BASCS is influenced by the macro-appraisal methodology and structural-functional analysis adopted in the 1990s by the then National Archives of Canada (NAC) in assessing records values. The BASCS function-based classification method also has a three-tire hierarchy to characterize business context, but they are termed function, sub-function, and activities. The use of these terms is explained in the BASCS

143 Ibid.
design principles as follows.¹⁴⁶

A function is any high level purpose, responsibility, task or activity assigned to the accountability agenda of an institution by legislation, policy or mandate. It comprises a set or series of sub-functions. Sub-functions are the major and unique steps of the business process an institution puts in place to fulfill a function.

A business process will entail a linear or cyclical progression of activities designed to support an institution in producing the expected results in terms of the goods or services it is mandated or delegated to provide.

Activities are derived from the major tasks or actions performed by the institution to accomplish each step (i.e., sub-function) of the business process. Activities are the unique components of a sub-function which (may) occur in a linear or cyclical sequence that results in fulfilling the sub-function. Activities encompass transactions. Transactions are defined as the smallest measurable unit of work carried out as part of a business process in support of a BASCS activity.

Compared to the explanations of the three tiers in DIRKS, the BASCS explanations lack clarity. The term "activity" is used to describe all of the three levels of function, sub-function, and activity (underlined in the explanations by the researcher). Saying a function is any "activity" is less clear than saying it is a "unit" or "aggregate" of activities. It is especially misleading when the term "activities" is used to explain sub-functions, since, to what the "activities" really refer are the "steps" of the business process, which are in sequential order. In other words,

¹⁴⁶ The explanatory information about "function", "business process", and "activity" was most directly taken from, Library and Archives Canada, "BASCS Guidance", available from http://www.collectionscanada.ca/information-management/002/007002-2091-e.html#five; Internet; accessed 19 August 2006, but re-organized and sometimes paraphrased for discussion purpose.
they are the sub-functions. The use of "activities" here confuses the "activities" used at the third level, which are also considered in sequential order (if identifiable). It is critical to have clear explanations for these terms, especially function, since as categories in the function-based classification system, users' understanding of them directly influences how they associate records with these categories. As observed by the NAA in promoting the use of records classification scheme developed using DIRKS methodology, users are sometimes confused with the functions defined in the classification system, typically due to similar functions carried out in the same agency. 147 In other words, how to clearly set the boundaries of each function and make them sensible to the users of the classification system determines the effectiveness and successful use of the classification system.

The above introduction to the two methodologies makes it clear that there is a major difference between them. The DIRKS records classification scheme, under each function, lists activities associated with the function in alphabetical order, which is viewed by BASCS as less meaningful. BASCS emphasizes, at its sub-function level, the sequential order of carrying out the business process and rationalizes it with the fact that many government functions and activities are regulated by legislation or polices to be carried out in a clearly identifiable sequential order. Therefore, listing sub-functions in sequential rather than alphabetical order in function-based classification systems is both theoretically

147 National Archives of Australia, "Overview of Classification Tools for Records Management".
sound and practically feasible as the sequential order naturally exists. Under sub-function at the activity level, BASCS also promotes identifying the possible linear or cyclical order of fulfilling the tasks of the activity. BASCS allows subjects or other sorting schemes to be used at the activity level - if no logical sequence can be identified - and at transaction (topic) level. As pointed out by Paul Sabourin, however, "the primary structural design of a BASCS is to first map out the natural sequence of activities within a business process model composing the function and sub-functions before listing the subjects, [......], and case files in alphabetical order or using some other scheme."

Although it is not included in the DIRKS manual, the analysis of work process at the transaction level to identify sequential order is recommended by the 2003 Australian standard AS 5090, a standard respecting work process analysis for recordkeeping and a complement to AS ISO 15489. The emphasis on decomposing transactions through sequence analysis to reflect the business model implemented in the organization for classification purposes is not different from what BASCS recommends; BASCS, however, focuses more on decomposing sub-functions (which are the activity level in the DIRKS records classification scheme) than activities (which are the transaction level in the DIRKS records classification scheme). The merits and limitations of these two

149 Sabourin, 138-139.
methodologies remain unclear at this stage since the BASCS methodology is still under development and not much experience of applying it has been reported.

It is clear that there is a lack of consensus regarding functional analysis. Two classification systems in Canada illustrate the difference between the DIRKS-kind function-based classification systems and subject-based classification systems: the Nova Scotia's STAR (Standard for Administrative Records) and STOR (Standard for Operational Records) system and the British Columbia's ARCS (Administrative Records Classification System) and ORCS (Operational Records Classification System) system. Both are developed by records management divisions in the provincial archives and are designed to manage records generated by all government departments. STAR and ARCS address records resulting from administrative functions common to all government agencies, and STOR and ORCS address records resulted from operational functions unique to each individual agency. While both claim to be based on the analysis of government functions, the selection of terms to describe the categories in the classification systems reflects their different approaches to constructing the classification systems. Take the first and the highest level as an example, the common administrative functions in ARCS are described as Administration, Buildings and Properties, Equipment and Supplies, Personnel, Finance, and

---

Information Technology; in STAR, however, they are described as Administration Main Group, Facility Management Main Group, Financial Management Main Group, Human Resources Management Main Group, Information Management Main Group, and Material Management Main Group. STAR categories are obviously more activity-indicating. The construction of primaries under functions displays the same difference. The example provided here are primaries under the function Equipment and Supplies in ARCS and Material Management in STAR, which are suggested by their scope notes as similar functions. Under Equipment and Supplies, primaries are listed as Clothing, Computers, Foods, Vehicles, and so on; under Material Management, however, primaries are listed as Material Inventory, Material Maintenance, and Motor Vehicle Management – the latter, again, reads as more activity-depicting. These categories denote that ARCS is a subject-based system and STAR is a function-based system, like a DIRKS function-based system, as there is no sequential order identified among these categories. In a BASCS function-based system, the sub-functions (primaries) for the same function would be listed as the following:

Function
Materiel Management
Sub-functions
Assessing Materiel Requirements
Planning Materiel Requirements
Acquiring Materiel Assets & Related Services

153 This is the actual order in the online version of ARCS, which is not alphabetical.
Operating Materiel Assets
Using Materiel Assets
Maintaining Materiel Assets
Replacing Materiel Assets
Disposing of Materiel Assets

Clearly not organized in alphabetical order, these categories proceed following the business sequence, which logically starts with the "Assessing Material requirements" and ends with "Disposing of Material Assets".

Since the city's universal file plan is modeled on ARCS, it is also a subject-based classification system and inherits classification issues caused by subject-based classification systems. As the respondents observed, determining the subject content of records without adequate tools to guide the process is perplexing and time-consuming since there is no standardized or straightforward rules for identifying subjects, and it is very common that today's office documents have more than one subject. The difficulties of deciding subject is further compounded by the design of the file plan utilizing the division between administrative and operational functions, which is what the term "universal" means in this type of classification. By design as such, administrative functions, which are normally defined as functions common to all organizations or common to all departments in the organization such as finance and Information Technology Management. These administrative functions group altogether records created by common activities identified under them irrespective of where the activities

\[154 \text{ Sabourin, 153.}\]
organically reside. Take the administrative function *Finance* and its activity *Budget/Budgeting* as an example. Records generated by the activity Budgeting are possible from many functions in the organization, including the *Finance* function that budgets for the entire organization and other functions such as the *Public Communication* or any ad hoc projects, which budgets for its own operation. Grouping all these records under the administrative function *Finance* in fact is an action that takes these records out of their originating contexts. This application of "universal" does not conform to the essence of a universal file plan. "Universal" in the method of constructing file plan should be understood as a consistent approach of applying established rules or analytical tools to the management of records. A universal file plan is a file plan taking into account the entire organization and that is used by all departments and offices in the organization. The division of administrative and operational functions is indeed more meaningful and practical for archival institutions charged with responsibility for assisting more than one organization's or agency's records management activities by developing model categories for administrative functions. It is not necessary in a particular organization to group all common administrative activities under the common administrative function; the commonality of these activities can still be reflected by describing them in the same way but placing them under their originating functions or projects.

While the major advantages of constructing a function-based classification system are usually offered from the perspective of records and archival management, it can be argued that function-based classification systems are
more user-friendly for EDRMS users. Users of the classification system in an EDRMS are participants in business processes and naturally understand the functions, sub-functions, and activities that shape their job duties. It is easier for them to classify records in terms of the transaction that generates them, which saves time for finding the higher level categories of functions and activities. While subjects may still be needed to identify individual records at the lowest level, a function-based classification system eases the subject-identification problems by limiting subjects in an intellectual framework bounded by the higher levels of functions and activities, with which the users are familiar. At the same time, the standardized use of terms to describe subjects supported by a functions thesaurus developed in the same functional analysis process assists users' selection of descriptive terms and reduces frustration.

Design of the File Plan Incorporating User Needs

In an EDRMS environment that requires every records creator to classify records, the analysis of the needs of these records creators, who are also the users of the classification system, is of unprecedented importance. As indicated by the responses listed in the beginning of this section, the nature of the respondents' job duties plays a critical role in their classification activities. Probably because such systems have not yet been widely implemented, there is little discussion in the field of records management and archival community specifically addressing user needs with respect to classification of electronic records. When discussing taxonomies in relation to records management, writers
either report their experience of developing taxonomies for organizations or introduce different types of taxonomies in a general manner.\textsuperscript{155} These articles, which loosely use the term "taxonomy" as an equivalent of classification system,\textsuperscript{156} focus very much on the advantages - primarily the facilitation of information retrieval - that taxonomies can bring to the management of organizational information. This indicates that the development of a corporation-wide taxonomy or classification system is still a challenge for many organizations and their records management programs. Writers also suggest that taxonomies for users' benefit should be simple and straightforward, but no techniques are offered so far for achieving this purpose. While all recommend testing established taxonomies with users, they do not define users of the taxonomies in the articles, nor do they specify the size of the testing user group. The discussion of function-based classification system in archival professional literature also focuses very much on advantages the function-based classification systems can offer for managing records. However, analyzing users' needs at the individual level, as it is necessary in an EDRMS environment, are not addressed.

The findings of this research suggest individual users' needs should be incorporated into the design of a classification system. The expression of


\textsuperscript{156} Taxonomy is the science of classification and taxonomies constructed in accordance with its classification principles are stricter in structure and logic than classifications, which can include any sort of organization of objects with or without a well-reasoned hierarchical structure. Taxonomies nowadays, however, are loosely used by various information management professionals to refer to any vaguely structured set of terms in a subject area. For more information about taxonomy, see Vanda Broughton, \textit{Essential Classification} (New York : Neal-Schuman, 2004),12-13.
"individual users' needs" is used here to differentiate user general inputs that are gathered during brainstorming sessions in a traditional classification development process, which do not adequately address individual user's classification needs. The analysis of individual user's needs is different from setting user profiles in an EDRMS, the purpose of which is to gather information for control and management (for example, assigning access rights). The incorporation of user needs is at the transaction level of the classification system and based on an analysis of users' job tasks, as recommended by the AS 5090 Work Process Analysis for Recordkeeping standard. The Northern Ireland Civil Service classification development project offers a close example. This project basically follows the Canadian BASCS methodology. For the transaction level, the project team asked the government departments "to identify the transactions and records which make up the lower levels [...] as a result of analyzing their own business processes." The project rationalizes this "would provide greater ownership of files at the local level by increasing the relevance of filing in relation to work/business processes." It is not clear in the article, however, whether or not these department-developed categories are approved by the records management department and who has responsibility of maintaining them.

Admittedly, identifying and incorporating individual user needs into the design of a corporate classification system will demand more time and resources, which complicate gaining management support. There are tactics for dealing with this.

158 Ibid.
When organizations are implementing BPM (Business Process Management) or workflow systems, or undertaking major business re-engineering projects, the analysis of user needs for classification purposes could seamlessly fit into these projects and could easily be done. To incorporate user needs at the individual level into the classification system is only one more step.

5.1.3 Technical Assistance for Classification

Classification problems can also be addressed through providing technical assistance to users. It is possible to do a number of things - with particular reference to the EDRMS under evaluation - to assist users:

a) providing access to explanatory information (scope notes) for each category at each level;

b) allow users to group the established classification codes in the profiling form for their own purpose (for example, in the Look-up button), which is not now possible using the customized subset of classification codes.\(^{159}\)

c) incorporating with the universal file plan a keyword searchable index for terms used; and

e) establishing a subject term thesaurus regulating the selection of subjects for classification.

The need for explanatory information of categories is suggested by the data collected through Q13. Fully 59% of respondents consider the lack of scope notes in the current file plan to be a deficiency. One respondent (ID38) noted that "a master list with more detailed description is needed." Scope notes of categories,

\(^{159}\) The RM department in fact has a good practice of developing brochures of classification codes. Given resource constraints, however, these brochures are mainly developed for large-scale projects and are not integrated in the EDRMS for electronic access.
in both subject- and function-based classification systems, assist users' understanding of the categories and guide their classification activities. The recommendation for a customized subset of classification codes for individual users is partly based on the evidence that 26% of respondents consider the "Recently Used Files" feature is not helpful. The "Recently Used Files" feature lists the last 30 file classifications being used by a particular user, which does not necessarily represent the user's real classification needs. The index and search function are proposed to accommodate users' different information seeking habits, some of whom prefer browsing while others use the search option frequently. In order to make effective use of the index and the search function, a thesaurus needs to be constructed facilitating the use of controlled vocabulary. With the current subject-based design, a searchable file plan aided by controlled terms can be great helpful on determining subject terms.

5.1.4 Time of Classification

As introduced in the section on documents creation in the previous chapter, supplying classification codes in the EDRMS takes place in three instances: a) when new documents created by the user are being saved into the system, b) when documents created outside the system are being imported into the system, and c) when e-mail messages are being saved into the system. Documents in these three instances have different statuses. When documents are decided to be

160 The system has another feature intending to assist classification, which allows classification codes to be grouped in one place for a department or office. It is not currently in use due to the difficulty of setting proper user profiles for multiple purposes. Although also a customizing tool for classification, it is different from what is proposed here: to allow individual users to customize their classification environment.
imported and e-mail messages be saved, the decision of declaring them as records has already been made. The RM department advises authors to mark them as records right after they are imported or saved. The documents created in the system through the integrated applications retain their status as documents, and they may or may not become records at a later stage. The city's records management bylaw defines records as "recorded information in any form or medium, created or received in the transaction or conduct of business, and kept as evidence of such activity."\(^{161}\) Based on this definition, the RM department instructs records creators in their *Mark as a Record* brochure that a document needs to be marked as a record when it:

a) is no longer in draft stage;
b) is no longer requiring any editing;
c) meant to be unalterable and view only; and
d) is decided as an official record of the City.\(^{162}\)

Only documents satisfying these conditions are managed as records.

Since the system is an integrated document and record management system, both documents and records are stored in one centralized database and accessed through one interface. The document management functions and record management functions accordingly are mixed and appear to be offered by one application. For end users of the system, these mixed functions have no negative influence on their work except on the requirement of classifying every

\(^{161}\) For the purpose of keeping the city anonymous, citation is not provided here.

\(^{162}\) See the above note.
document that needs to be saved. Declaring and filing records in an electronic record management system is a mandatory requirement in the DoD 5015.2 standard, yet its application to documents is open to debate. In the situation of the city's EDRMS environment, the imported documents and saved e-mail messages should be classified since they are already decided by creators as records; for documents generated in the system, however, not all of them should be classified since not all of them will later become records. It is sensible to argue that documents generated in the system should be classified only at the moment when declaring/marking them as records. Classification at this moment should be compulsory, and this can be achieved easily through technological means of bounding marking documents as records and classifying them at the same time. Arguments for this suggestion are both simple and complex. The simple one is that if the classified documents are deleted later, the time spent on classifying them is wasted. Classifying fewer documents lessons the burden on users and increases office productivity. The complex one involves discussion of advantages classification can offer. As a long-standing best practice in managing records in a paper records environment, classification serves as the most effective locating method. However, in an EDRMS environment and for electronic documents and records, classification is no longer the primary method of locating

---

163 This may relate to the integration approach for the DM and RM functions as introduced in the introduction chapter. However, the product is indeed powerful in the sense that it provides many options for the installation of the RM extension to the DM module. The discussions here refer more to the customization in the integration process.

164 The DoD5015.2 standard defines "file (verb)" in DL 1.1.44.2 as "the act of assigning and storing records in accordance with the file plan.", 14.

165 United States. Department of Defense, c 2.2.3, 28
documents and records;\textsuperscript{166} instead, searching metadata and/or content serves most EDRMS users' information needs, provided all documents are profiled. As evidenced by the responses to Q16 (preferred document-locating methods), only 5 out of 126 respondents selected "browsing the file plan" as a preferred document-locating method, making it the least selected locating method (see Table 4.5 for details). This is especially true if the file plan can only be navigated but is not searchable. Profiling documents should still be mandated for all documents in the system because it enables access and search in metadata and/or content. This suggestion should not be taken to dismiss the advantages of searching by classification in order to "see" records together under the same activities that give rise to them.

There is an accompanying consideration with this suggestion. A procedure that requires all documents to be profiled and classified before being saved is one measure of discouraging users from creating too many business-irrelevant documents and making the EDRMS a more official space. The out of control office freedom in creating and saving electronic documents that occurred widely in the 1980s and early 1990s, it has been observed, made of the modern office a kind of "wild frontier."\textsuperscript{167} Placing control over the wild frontier is one of the ultimate goals

\textsuperscript{166} The statement that classification has become less useful in retrieving electronic information is conditioned by this particular case, that is, the EDRMS environment in which search functions are offered. Electronic information in organizations is comparatively limited in quantity in comparison with that on the Internet or in commercial databases. The information searchers in organizations are also information creators and they are, at least to some degree, familiar with the overall setting of the organization and therefore familiar with documents generated by others. This normally makes their keyword search result in higher precision. Classification, especially faceted classification, is heavily used by many commercial websites and database publishers to enhance searching within a large quantity of electronic information for which general users always face challenges of locating desired information.

\textsuperscript{167} John McDonald, "Managing Records in the Modern Office: Taming the Wild Frontier," Archivaria 39 (Spring
of implementing a management system such as the EDRMS. With this only-classifying-records suggestion, new procedures, such as, to delete documents that have not been declared as records for a certain time period, need to be put in place to prevent business-irrelevant documents from occupying the repository.

5.2 Document Locating

Since the EDRMS employs the approach of managing all documents in a centralized repository, the effectiveness of locating documents is vital to the success of the program. As introduced in the previous chapter, the EDRMS offers a number of search methods (profile-field search and content search, for example) and browse tools ("Recently Edited Documents" and "Project Folders", for example) for locating documents. It also provides post-search management functions such as "Quick Searches" and "Sorting". A system that offers these features should be able to generate desired results of locating documents; however, this study indicates that users do not fully appreciate these search features. As indicated in Table 4.4, the positive percentage towards Q15 ("Finding documents and records in [the EDRMS] is easy") is only 66%, and there are large numbers of "Neutral" responses, and even indications of a lack of awareness of some locating-related features. A comparative examination on these findings reveals that respondents who think finding documents is easy at a general level

---


168 Since there are no fundamental differences between the locating of documents and the locating of records, "locating documents" or "document locating" will be used to cover both.
(Q15) also generally agree other features are useful or helpful (Q17, Q18, and Q19). Among the 10 "Strongly Agree" in Q15, 9 strongly agree with Q17, 8 strongly agree with Q18 and 5 strongly agree with Q19. This indicates that users' overall satisfaction with documents locating derives from their satisfaction with each individual feature. The reasons for their dissatisfaction, however, cannot be discerned from the current data except that they have different opinions regarding different locating features. This requires more data gathering from users who report locating difficulties. The unexpected textual response from respondent ID11 confirms this need. In addition to selecting "Neutral" for Q15, this respondent additionally reports that it is hard to find documents saved by members in the same project team, and comments, "we need everybody to fully understand where documents are being stored." Many questions may arise from this particular data. Why does this respondent not know how to use "Project Folders" to solve this problem, which, by design, is meant for meeting such needs? Are there any functional insufficiencies in this feature, since his or her answer to Q19 ("Project Folders" are useful) is "Neutral"? Is the reason that he or she lacks the necessary training on how to make effective use of this feature? Has he or she ever asked for assistance with the problem in the 5 to 7 years he or she has worked with the system (see the answer to Q2)?. All in all, does this indicate that training should be more carefully tailored and more outreach is needed for delivering the RM assistance? To answer these questions and to gain clear understanding on this reported problem requires information, which could only be obtained in individual
interviews, from not only the respondent but also the RM department.\textsuperscript{169}

5.2.1 Document Locating and Time Period Working with the System

The assumption that time period of working with the system is instructive for document locating responses is based on the understanding that performing effective and successful document locating activities needs knowledge and practice, and a longer time working with the system permits more chances of acquiring needed knowledge to execute good practice. The following table identifies Q15 responses in relation to the four groups of respondents who have different time periods of working with the system:

| Table 5.3  
Document Locating and Time Period Working with the EDRMS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Time period working with the system (year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(DA+SDA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)/NR%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(DA+SDA)/NR%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN/NR%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While this table cannot fully establish a direct proportional relationship

\textsuperscript{169} During the time period of conducting this evaluation research, the researcher observed that the RM department was operating under tight budgetary constraints. Providing user-centered services is undoubtedly not currently practicable.
between the time factor and the ease of finding documents, it does show the impact of greater familiarity with the system on users' document locating experience. Respondents having longer time working with the system generally agree that finding documents is easy (0%, 61%, and 74%) and respondents having shorter time tend to think finding documents is not easy (33%, 17%, and 4%), with the exception of the group with “2-4 years” experience (83% in agreement percentages and 0% in disagreement percentages). It is not clear why a significant percentage of experienced users (22%) declared themselves “neutral” in answers to this statement.

5.2.2 Document Locating and Computer Skills

As document locating in an EDRMS environment is performed through manipulating locating features provided by the system, computer skills are considered relevant to effective performance of retrieving documents. Table 5.4 compares respondents' document locating experience with their computer skills:
In this table, no relationships can be established between these two compared variables. The absolute majority of respondents with "Sufficient" computer skills (which is the lowest level among the self-rated computer skills) strongly agree or agree that finding documents is easy (6 out of 7, 86%), and none of them selected "Strongly Disagree" or "Disagree". Correspondingly, respondents with very strong or strong computer skills have selected "Disagree" and even "Strongly Disagree" (5% and 18%), and the largest number of "Neutral" response appears in the "Strong" group. This implies that even though computer skills are necessary and helpful for working in an electronic environment, they do not translate directly into strong document search skills. This finding reveals, together with the fact that there are comparatively fewer selections of "advanced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V. Strong</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Sufficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Finding documents is easy</td>
<td>N(SA+A) 16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SD+D)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)/NR</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SD+D)/NR</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN/NR</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
search" in Q16 (40%), that users need more training on document search regardless of their self-assessed level of computer skills.

Users' document search experience in an EDRMS may be influenced by other factors than the above discussed ones. To fully understand the data collected by this research requires further investigation into areas such as users' job duties. In addition to individual's information seeking habits, users' job duties dictate how they search for desired documents and records. For example, if the user's job mostly deals with documents created by themselves, the Recently Edited Documents feature and profile search would be most convenient and useful for them. If, on the contrary, they need to search frequently for documents created by others, content search (keyword search) would be the most powerful tool for achieving their purposes, unless the author of the document sends them metadata (for example, title or document number). A respondent with such job duties would tend to think finding documents is not easy if he or she is not comfortable with the advanced search features. Job duties also decide whether or not certain features such as Project Folders are useful. A response expressing that project folders are not useful may either refer to the poorly designed functionality or to the fact that the user has not been involved in any project activities and therefore does not think it is useful. Moreover, the amount of training the respondents have received could be another factor influencing users' document locating experience.
5.3 “Mark as a Record” and the Concept of Authenticity

The requirement C2.2.3.8 in the DoD 5015.2 standard mandates that electronic records management applications should “prevent subsequent changes to electronic records stored in its supported repositories”. The “Mark as a record” feature in the EDRMS is designed to satisfy this requirement, and it is considered as the most effective means of ensuring the authenticity of records generated, used, and kept in the electronic environment. Despite the fact that the program manual stresses it as a critical feature and the RM department developed a brochure stressing how important it is, the necessity of marking as records appears not to be full appreciated by all users. Among the evaluated features relating to records management requirements, Q32 (“Mark as a record is a necessary feature”) receives the lowest agreement percentage (see Table 4.7 for details). There are 11 “Neutral”, 3 “Disagree”, and 1 “Strongly Disagree” responses for this statement, and 2 respondents answered that they were not aware of this feature. It is interesting to note that neither of the two respondents who indicated that they were unaware of the feature is new to the system: one has worked with it for 2 to 4 years and other for 5 to 7 years.

While the reasons for the large number of “Neutral” responses are not revealed by this study, comparing “Mark as a Record” with “History” and “Modify Security” may explain these “Strongly Disagree” and “Disagree” selections. As displayed in Table 5.5, almost all respondents who think “Mark as a Record” is not necessary (including the two who do not know this feature) strongly agree or

---

agree that the feature “History” is useful. The two respondents who do not know the feature “History”, on the other hand, strongly agree or agree that the feature “Mark as a Record” is necessary.

![Table 5.5](image)

Similarly, in Table 5.6, all respondents who think “Mark as a Record” is not necessary (including the two who do not know this feature) strongly agree or agree that the feature “Modify Security” is useful (see Table 5.6).

![Table 5.6](image)

The above analysis signals that there are confusions existing among
respondents regarding the purposes of the three features: respondents who think “Modify Security" and “History" are useful tend to consider that “Mark as a Record” is unnecessary. “Mark as a record" is designed for authenticity purposes and is solely a records management function. “History" and “Modify Security" can be used for both document management and record management purposes. The city’s records management bylaw defines authenticity through defining an authentic record, which

a) is what it purports to be;
b) is unalterable, or is made unalterable; and
c) has not been manipulated, substituted, falsified, or tampered with, either intentionally or unintentionally, in any way.

The core of this definition, in particular within the EDRMS environment, is the unalterable status confirmed when a document is declared as a record. The desire for records authenticity, from an organization’s perspective, originates fundamentally from the needs of maintaining business evidence and complying legislative requirements and effectively managing information as intellectual capital. Ensuring that records are stable and unalterable satisfies all these needs.

“Mark as a record" is an authenticity feature in the sense that it technically
makes a document read-only. A document marked as a record becomes an official business record and no one, including the author of the document/record, can make changes to its content or profile after the marking. Both evidentiary and informational values of the record are protected from that point onward. Neither "Modify Security" nor "History" fully has this capability. "Modify Security" protects records but to a lesser degree, and the protection could probably be realized only at the expense of information sharing. Moreover, even "Modify Security" assigns strict access rights to a document - which prevents potential manipulations from unauthorized access - it is still open to the possibility that changes could be made, either accidentally or purposefully, by the users with access rights (including the author of the document). This lesser degree of protection makes records less evidentially strong and informatively useful. If, for the purpose of improving the protection, no access rights are assigned to other users except the author (who naturally has the right), information sharing would be hindered. The feature "Mark as a record", by contrast, easily prevents any changes that may happen to the document and at the same time allows access rights to be assigned to as many users as possible.

The "History" feature cannot replace the "Mark as a Record" feature either. While it tracks every action that has happened to a document after its creation, this accumulated information is only useful when record authenticity comes into question.\textsuperscript{172} That is to say, by the "History" feature itself authenticity cannot be

\textsuperscript{172} According to the benchmark authenticity requirements established by the InterPARES (International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic Systems) Project I, certain information needs to be
protected; it can simply allow one after a document was created to establish that something was changed, which is a far cry from the assurance that it could not be changed without great effort.

Without the chance of interviewing the RM department, it remains unclear how the concept of authenticity and the differences between the above three features are communicated to the system's users. The RM department's brochure on the "Mark as a Record" feature clearly explains when a document should be marked as a record and how to make it happen. When communicating the importance of marking a document as a record, the term "authenticity" is avoided and emphasis has been given to the advantages an unalterable record can offer in the scenario of information re-use. It is understandable that the concept of authenticity is difficult to communicate, and it is always advocated that effective communication requires easiness and straightforwardness. It can be argued that authenticity, the most vital concept in managing electronic records, should be understood not only by records management professionals but also by all users who work with documents and records in an electronic environment. As the Policy on the Management of Government Information (MGI) states, all employees are responsible for the management of information under their control and custody; and one of their responsibilities in the management process is "[to apply]

known in order to assume record authenticity. According to its Authenticity Task Force Report, "a presumption of authenticity is an inference that is drawn from known facts about the manner in which a record has been created and maintained" (p3). By saying the information accumulated in "History" is useful, I mean some of the authenticity requirements, such as, the dates and the handling offices, are satisfied by the information recorded in "History". See the report at InterPARES, "Requirements for Accessing and Maintaining the Authenticity for Electronic Records"; available from http://www.interpares.org/book/interpares_book_k_app02.pdf; Internet; accessed 13 August 2006.
information management principles, standards, and practices in the performance of their duties.  

ISO 15489, the world’s first records management standard, specifies the same requirements. To build a RM program compliant to this standard, organizations are required to establish RM policy and assign RM responsibilities. The RM policy, which must be communicated and implemented at all levels in the organization, sets its goal as “the creation and management of authentic, reliable and usable records, capable of supporting business functions and activities for as long as they are required.”  

In a RM program established as such, “all employees are responsible and accountable for keeping accurate and complete records of their activities.”

Records are organizations’ valuable assets. In an electronic environment, it is more evident than ever that every employee has the responsibility of documenting their business activities through creating records and ensuring their authenticity, that is, by establishing the unalterable status of a record through technical means such as marking documents as records.

5.4 RM Department Assistance

It is reasonable to credit the overall good understanding of records management requirements found in the city to the education and assistance

---

175 Ibid., 6
provided by the RM department, as is evidenced by the high agreement percentages for Q27 (assistance has been necessary, 92%) and Q29 (how useful the assistance has been, 84% for "Extremely useful" and "Useful"). Even with their less than satisfactory experience of classifying documents, the majority of users understand very well that classification is necessary (88% in Q11). For exploring purpose, the "Neutral" and "Disagree" responses to Q27 and Q29 are examined in relation to user background and other experience of using the system. The results are reported in table 5.7 and 5.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.7</th>
<th>RM Department Assistance and User Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q27</strong></td>
<td>Assistance has been necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral (1) + Disagree (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q3</strong></td>
<td>Self-rated computer skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V. Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q12</strong></td>
<td>Classifying documents is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (2) + Agree (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q15</strong></td>
<td>Finding document or records is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (0) + Agree (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q30</strong></td>
<td>Learning how to use the system has been easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (1) + Agree (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table indicates that those respondents considering assistance
provided by the RM department unnecessary (including 1 “Neutral”) generally have strong computer skills, consider classifying documents and finding documents is not difficult, and learning how to use the system has been easy. In other words, respondents who have positive experience of working with the system feel less in need of assistance. People of this sort could be identified by RM departments as EDRMS experts, and added as RM advisors to the organization’s knowledge management network.\textsuperscript{176} While these respondents do not necessarily understand the EDRMS as much as the RM personnel do, they are more familiar with the work their co-workers do and could be very helpful in solving particular classifying and/or locating problems, and in improving fellow workers’ learning of the system. By promoting their success of using the EDRMS, the RM department would enhance the EDRMS culture in the organization.

Table 5.8 presents the analysis for the “neutral” answers in Q29.

\textsuperscript{176} This could be easily done if the organization has an established knowledge management program.
Table 5.8
Currently Provided Assistance and User Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q29</th>
<th>Assistance is neither helpful nor unhelpful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q12</th>
<th>Classifying documents is easy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (1) + Agree (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q15</th>
<th>Finding document or records is easy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (0) + Agree (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q30</th>
<th>Learning how to use the system has been easy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (0) + Agree (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the eight respondents who are uncertain about whether or not the assistance provided by the RM department is helpful for their use of the EDRMS, seven of them have negative experience with documents classification, but only two of them think finding documents is not easy, and no one thinks learning the system is difficult. This analysis may indicate that these respondents think the provided assistance is “neither helpful nor unhelpful” because they feel finding documents and learning the system is easy, and at the same time, even training cannot help their classification difficulties.

No matter what experience they have had regarding assistance, almost all of
these respondents (except one) selected assistance types that are valuable to them (see Table 5.9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assistance Types</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assistance type 1, *Classroom computer training*, appears as the most preferred type of assistance; it is followed by assistance type 4, *Manuals and Brochures*, and 2, *One-on-one instruction*. These respondents’ preference for Type 1 is consistent with other respondents’ preference as indicated in Table 4.10. It is interesting to note that their preference for Type 4 does not go with that of other respondents, who mostly select Type 2, *One-on-One instruction*. This preference of manuals and brochures may to some extent explain why they think finding documents and learning the system is easy.

### 5.5 Users’ Awareness of Features

Compared to users of the system who do not have responsibility to manage
departmental or office records, respondents selected for this research are more frequent system users. Nevertheless, while small in number, some of them do not know certain features the system offers. Table 5.10 examines these unaware features (Q14, Q17, Q18, Q23, and Q32) in relation to Q2, the time period of working with the system, and Q28, user-referred assistance types.
Table 5.10
Users’ Awareness of Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q14</th>
<th>Setting default values in profile form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUA\textsuperscript{177}</td>
<td>ID22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>1;4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q17</th>
<th>Quick Searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUA</td>
<td>ID3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q18</th>
<th>Sorting search results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUA</td>
<td>ID11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>1;2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q23</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUA</td>
<td>ID9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>1;2;4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q32</th>
<th>Mark as a record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUA</td>
<td>ID3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among all these respondents who are not aware of one or more features, only one respondent has used the system for a short time, that is, one year. The short time period of using the system may explain why he or she is not aware of

\textsuperscript{177} Number of selections for unaware feature.
some features. It is understandable that learning the system is neither a goal nor a priority for new employees who have other job duties to deal with first. Nevertheless, it is more difficult to understand why respondents with (much) longer time periods of using the system – there are six “5-7” and seven “8-10” years - still do not know some of the features. Their selections on assistance types may suggest some explanations. The selected assistance types are, by a descending order, “Classroom Computer Training” (15 out of 16 responses), “One-on-one Instruction” (12 out of 16), and “Manuals and Brochures” (5 out of 16). Noticeably, the program manual is least appreciated by these respondents, which, indeed, is the place where all information about the system can be found. In-house classroom computer trainings, although welcomed by almost all respondents, normally have a short and fixed time, within which not all of the features can be introduced. Neither is one-on-one instruction meant to cover all features. They are either delivered to users who cannot attend classroom computer training sessions with the same coverage or are initiated by users who have a specific problem, which is unlikely to be about an unknown feature.

Another factor contributing to this fact could be, again, the job duties the users perform. Some features may not be that useful for their day-to-day job. For example, the features “Quick Searches” would not be a desired function if the respondents do not frequently perform complex searches or do not search for documents created by others on a regular basis. Similarly, “Sorting” may not be needed if the returned search hits are not in large numbers. In scenarios like these, the “Recently Edited Documents” feature and/or profile-field search
function could already meet their needs very well. Also, if the respondents do not create new documents very often, they may not feel the need of setting default values in the profiling form. However, unlike “Quick Searches”, “Sorting”, and setting default values, which are more document management oriented, the unawareness of “Mark as a record” may denote an issue. As MGI also regulates, in an electronic working environment, documenting decisions and decision-making processes is every employee’s responsibility, and there are always risks for a document to be changed or manipulated before they become read-only.

The feature “History” relates to the reliability of documents, including those that later will be declared as records. One important function “History” serves is to assist the establishment of reliability. Reliability is traditionally established by examining the completeness of the record’s documentary form and the amount of control exercised on the process of its creation. In an electronic environment, the establishment of reliability relies on more the degree of control than documentary form, which is now much easier to be imitated than in the past. This means even though the document has an incomplete form, its reliability can be established by examining metadata accumulated in its creation process. “History” is the feature that accumulates such metadata as who created the document, who edited it and/or its profile, and how many users have access to it, and so on.

179 See also discussion in the section on “Mark as a Record”.
180 After a document is marked as a record, its reliability is translated into the form of authenticity and protected by other technological means. The discussion of reliability applies to the record’s document status.
181 See discussion on reliability in the chapter 2.
assisting the user of the document to judge how reliable the document is. As the data collected by Q31 ("When using documents in [the EDRMS], I trust them as reliable information sources.") suggest, the majority of users trust the documents in the system as reliable information (82%). There may be other reasons for the users to trust the documents in the system (such as the fact that the system is password-protected), nevertheless, the very high agreement percentage for Q23 ("History" is useful for tracking information, 94% with one respondent selecting "Neutral") could be the major one. As proof, one of the two respondents who is not aware of the "History" feature (ID19) did select "Neutral" for Q31.

5.6 Most Welcomed Feature

The best understood feature, or the most welcomed one, is Modify Security (Q10). It is selected by 48 respondents (96%) for its usefulness in allowing information sharing on the one hand and protecting sensitive information on the other. Considering this in connection with the high degree of agreement with the statement (Q9), "Selecting security options when profiling documents is easy" (84%), this finding implies that users welcome features that are of practical relevance to them and, at the same time, are easy to use.

5.7 Titling Guidelines

Q26 asks respondents' opinions on how they think that titling guidelines facilitate document locating. Ten respondents (20%) chose "Neutral", but none selected "Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree". Eight of the ten consider finding documents is easy (see Table 5.11). This may suggest that their satisfactory
experience of locating documents (which likely comes from their sophisticated search skills), makes these respondents consider titling guidelines are not necessary. Nevertheless, the fact that most users appreciate the assistance offered by these titling guidelines justifies their importance in effectively locating documents and records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.11</th>
<th>Titling Guidelines and Document Locating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q26</td>
<td>Using the titling guidelines facilitates document locating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Finding documents and records in is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8 Department Staff with RM Responsibilities

In a paper records environment, setting a staff member in a department or office with records management responsibilities constitutes one important component in a well-established corporate records management program, and is considered as the best practice for managing records. In an EDRMS environment where everyone has the responsibility of managing the records under their control, the necessity of setting such a position provokes discussion. While these respondents in this research are traditionally charged with responsibilities of managing records in their departments or offices, almost half of them do not agree with the statement, “It is important to have a staff person in each department with assigned responsibility to manage documents and records” (Q25, 48%). For the
purpose of understanding, these respondents' experience with classification (Q12), documents locating (15), and saving email with attachment(s) (Q22) is examined in Table 5.12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q25</th>
<th>RM staff person in departments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>Classifying documents is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Finding documents is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>Saving emails with attachment(s) is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12
Department RM Personnel -1

These respondents who are not in favor of setting a RM staff person, although most agree that finding documents is easy, many have issues with classification and saving e-mail messages with attachment(s).

In addition to selecting provided options, some respondents volunteered textual opinions to Q25. Respondent ID18, while selecting “Disagree”, comments that managing documents and records should be done by “all employees”. Respondent ID35, who selected “Neutral”, believes “each staff member may easily learn to use [the EDRMS]”. Table 5.13 groups their selections to Q12, classification is easy, Q15, finding documents is easy, and Q22, saving e-mail

182 Emphasis in original.
messages with attachments is easy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Q12</th>
<th>Q15</th>
<th>Q22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID18</td>
<td>S. Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID35</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>S. Agree</td>
<td>S. Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to Table 5.12, the two respondents in Table 5.13 indicate a more positive attitude towards the three activities. It seems two messages can be inferred from this analysis. Firstly, respondents with positive experience with these difficult activities (agreement percentage for Q12, Q15, and Q22 are 46%, 66%, and 52%) generally think having a staff person managing local records is unnecessary, because everybody can learn how to use the system and manage records on their own. Secondly, with particular reference to classification and saving e-mail messages with attachments (which is indeed closely related to classification), managing records created by others could be a daunting task, and these records should be easier for the creators themselves to classify.

Although these findings imply, to a large degree, that there is a high acceptance of the notion that it is everybody's responsibility to manage records in an EDRMS environment, this alone should not be a reason to discard the practice of designating records management staff persons in departments. The decision of having or not having such a person should be justified with respect to the local working environment and the business activities performed by the department or office in question. In a department, for example, where the work of its professional
experts involves a large number of e-mails messages with attachments and the majority of them are business in nature, saving and classifying these documents by the experts themselves could take too much time from their professional related job tasks. The RM assistance provided by a staff person in the department frees the professional power, reduces frustrations, and consequently benefits the department and the organization as a whole. Another advantage of setting a records management staff person is that such a person naturally becomes the liaising or contact person for the organization's RM department. Even though he or she does not classify records for others, they could help with routine records management queries from their colleagues and assist the RM department to develop training tools addressing specific needs identified at the local level.

5.9 Learning Experience

As introduced before, users' background information encompasses many educational and professional aspects, and all of them could contribute to their experience of learning and using the system, more or less. This research only collects limited information of users background, one of which, users' computer skills, is used here to explore its potential impact on users' experience of learning the system.
### Table 5.14
System Learning and Computer Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Self-rated computer skills</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V. Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q30</td>
<td>Learning how to use the System has been easy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(SA+A)/NR</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN/NR</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(DA+SDA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(DA+SDA)/NR</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a clear indication in the table that computer skills have a positive impact on the respondents' learning experience. The agreement percentages descend from 81% for those responding “Very Strong” as to their computer skills, to 59% for the “Strong” group, and to 57% for the “Sufficient” group. The disagreement percentages confirms this in reverse, as percentages increase from 5% for the “Very Strong”, to 14% for the “Strong”, to 29% for the “Sufficient” groups. Even the “Neutral” percentages, which could be affected by many indeterminate factors, follow the same pattern: they increase when the levels of computer skills go down.

Another factor relevant to users’ system learning experience should be the assistance provided by the RM department. As discussed in the section on RM
department assistance, the majority of users consider that the assistance from the RM department contributes greatly to their learning of the system.

5.10 Program Outcomes

The discussion of program outcomes focuses on three aspects: office productivity, information sharing, and paper records reduction.

5.10.1 Office Productivity

The statements relevant to the discussion of office productivity come from both general and comparison groups: in the general group, Q24, "In general, the functions provided by [the EDRMS] help me with my job tasks"; in the comparison group, Q33, "less time is needed to retrieve documents or records", Q35, "using the EDRMS speeds up my completion of work, because I now can access documents and records (that I have the right to see) from any computers that are connected to the City's computer network, regardless of time or location", Q36, "co-operating with other departments becomes easier, because I now can access documents and records created by other departments, and vice versa", and Q37, and "My office productivity has increased". The analysis results for Q24 are reported in Table 5.15.

While there is a high agreement percentage for Q24 (90%), five respondents selected "Neutral". Considering that Q4, Q5, Q12, Q15, Q19, and Q22 could be factors affecting the respondents' experience of using the system, Table 5.15 examines the responses for these factors in relation to the five neutral selections.
Table 5.15
Analysis of Neutral Response to Q24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EDRMS functions help with job tasks</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q24</td>
<td>ID1</td>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>ID5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>EDRMS interface is easy to use</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Applications are sufficient for doing job</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>Classifying documents is easy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Finding documents is easy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19</td>
<td>Project Folders are useful</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>Saving emails with attachment(s) is easy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table exhibits that respondents feel uncertain over the assistance the EDRMS can provide for the completion of their job tasks normally have negative experience with one or more identified influential factors. For example, for the 6 factors, ID3 has 2 “Disagree” and 2 “Neutral” and ID34 has 3 “Disagree” and 1 “Neutral”. Among the six factors, Q12, again, presents itself as the most problematic one, while Q4 works with most of the respondents. Also notably, Q22 has a consistent “Neutral” response from all respondents, indicating saving e-mails messages with attachment(s) could hinder job completion or office
productivity.

The negative responses for Q33, Q35, and Q36 in the comparison group require additional information for further analysis, they are therefore not analyzed here. The analysis results for Q37 are reported in Table 5.16.

There are 7 neutral responses and one “Disagree” for Q37. The analysis for Q37 identifies Q12, Q15, and Q22 as potentially influential factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Neutral and Disagreement Response to Q37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the results of the analysis of Q24, respondents who hold “Neutral” or “Disagree” opinions over the statement of increased office productivity all have negative experiences with one or more identified influential factors, with ID34, ID38, and ID48 as representatives. This analysis may explain the fact that, while Q33 (locating time has been reduced), Q35 (completion of work has been speeded up), and Q36 (co-operation has become easier) - all of them contribute to office productivity - have high percentages, the overall office productivity is hindered by the difficulties caused by classifying and finding documents, and
These above analyzed "Neutral" or "Disagree" responses are all small numbers among the total number of responses. Nevertheless, these responses suggest issues for consideration. How to address the balance, for example, between the controls the system exercises, which are essential for managing electronic records, and employees' working habits, which greatly influence office productivity, could be one. In the above analysis, the indication that classification, saving e-mail messages with attachments, and difficulties of locating documents could reduce realizing the advantages brought by the system is clear and strong.

5.10.2 Information Sharing

Information sharing has been promoted as one of the most attractive benefits of implementing an EDRMS in organizations, as the system permits widespread electronic access to business information. The idea of electronic access is basically built upon a combination of database(s) holding information and search tools that allow locating of information. The promise of sharing information as widely as possible, however, relies on not only the functionalities the system possesses but also on how users can make effective use of these functionalities. As indicated by the agreement percentage of Q6, the design of a central database encompassing all city records for the purpose of sharing information is fully appreciated by respondents of this research. When it comes to document locating, however, users consider browsing the universal file plan that contains all these documents and records the least preferred locating method (Q16, only 10% of
respondents select it). Moreover, as an overall assessment, finding documents is considered by 34% of respondents as difficult, and only 40% of them are comfortable with advanced search functions, which is the most powerful and effective means of searching documents or records created by others. Less effective or even unsuccessful documents locating causes user frustration and hinders timely information sharing. By contrast, successful and effective access to information generates higher user satisfaction and aids completion of job tasks. The analysis on the relationship between Q36 and Q15 confirms this (see Table 5.18).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.17</th>
<th>Analysis of Information Sharing and Documents Locating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q36</strong></td>
<td>Co-operation among departments becomes easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (10) + Agree (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q15</strong></td>
<td>Finding documents is easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree (8)+Agree(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q15</strong></td>
<td>Neutral + Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q6</strong></td>
<td>Centralized database facilitates information sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the respondents in the comparison group who agree that co-operation between departments become easier thanks to the system, 20 out of 27 agree that finding documents is easy. Information sharing between business or project
partners is to some degree different from information sharing in general. The usually tighter relationship and more constant communication between business partners or project members allow more information sharing channels. For example, the 7 respondents, while selecting "Neutral" (5) and "Disagree" (2) to Q15, all believe the design of central database facilitates information sharing (Q6). For these respondents, the central database could enhance information sharing in such a way that allows documents and records to be searched by "Document Number", a unique identifier for each and every document or record in the system, which can be easily sent among business or project partners through e-mail or phone calls. Nevertheless, searching documents and records in the system still remains the primary and most frequently used method.

5.10.3 Paper Reduction

Reducing paper records volume is not a function provided by the system; however, it is expected as a positive outcome of implementing an EDRMS in organizations. For example, the RM department, through its program manual, advises users not to print out e-mail messages since saving e-mail records in the system captures not only content of messages and attachments but also technical information necessary for understanding them, and saves the storage costs from keeping their paper counterparts. Another strong argument for reducing paper records volume is the wide acceptance of electronic records as documentary evidence in legal proceedings. The Canadian Evidence Act, for example, applies the best evidence rule to electronic documents and it is satisfied "on proof of the
integrity of the electronic documents system by or in which the electronic
document was recorded or stored." 183 The combination of the city's
well-established records management program and the procedurally and
technologically ensured integrity of the EDRMS, in the researcher's
understanding, allows full confidence of the acceptance of the city's records as
evidence and being given weight in any possible court disputes.

There are possibly some factors contributing to the case of un-reduced paper
volume. The first could reflect the current governmental business practice, which
requires, for certain business procedures such as the handling of public requests
for government information, use of paper records as official records. The second
may relate to the lack of a sound strategy for the long-term preservation of
electronic records. Since many records' retention schedules are longer than the
lifespan of many information systems, some records may still need to be
preserved on paper in order to remain accessible for the required time periods if
there are no established effective preservation methods to maintain their
electronic formats. The third may be the reason of convenience. For respondents
who report finding documents in the system is not easy (34%), hard copies of
records could be convenient for their day-to-day use. In any case, the fact that
only 13 among 30 respondents consider paper records volume has been reduced
requires more affirmative information and further analysis. 184

183 Department of Justice, "Canada Evidence Act, R.S., c. E-10, s. 1, 31.2 (1) a)"; available from
184 It is interesting to note that the centralized database of the EDRMS is design to reduce electronic copies of
documents and records. The copying of any document or record in the system is indeed a creation of link to
5.11 Response Rate and Generalizability

While this research has a more than satisfactory response rate (50 out of 60) in the sense of statistic analysis, its findings and analysis are not meant to be generalized to all or any other EDRMS program or general users of EDRMS. Every program has its unique macro- and micro-environments, and the respondents for the current research are selected for a particular purpose. Evaluations of EDRMS implemented in different environments and based on opinions from different user groups may generate different results. The purpose of presenting the findings and analysis here, in addition to reporting the evaluation results to the stakeholders of the target EDRMS program, is to communicate with the community of electronic records management at large and instruct EDRMS programs implemented in similar environments. To achieve this end, information on the program, the environment in which it operates, and the evaluation methodology are presented as detailed as possible. In the theory of program evaluation, generalization of evaluation results refers to practical relevancy of the results.\(^\text{185}\) In order to make practical use or adopt the evaluation results, potential users and adopters need to know what the program has done to reach the expected outcomes. In other words, with understanding of both the change model and the action model, users or adopters will be more confident about the use or adoption of the evaluation results. Figure 5.1 illustrates the idea of adopting a research system to a generalized system.

---

5.12 Further Research

Consideration of areas for further research requires some discussion of research design and the program components evaluated in this research. Employing Likert scale statements to collect data from a comparatively large group of respondents allows the generation of an overall understanding of the EDRMS program; however, such data rarely explains the reasons behind respondents' choices. Two examples are provided here for illustration purpose. The first one comes from Q5, which asked about the applications integrated in the system (namely, the Microsoft Office suite). The majority of respondents considered the applications accessed through the EDRMS were sufficient for doing their jobs, but three respondents disagreed. The reasons for their
disagreement cannot be revealed in this research; neither is it possible to know whether or not this perceived insufficiency affects their completion of job tasks. Another example could be the response that the user had “never done” saving e-mail messages into the system, but had used the system for 5-7 years. It is unclear from this research, why, for such a long period of time, this respondent had never saved e-mail messages as business records. This response raised even more questions when considering the respondent has indeed responsibilities to manage departmental or office records. In this regard, all variables that resulted in uncertain and/or negative responses need to be further investigated. Research techniques such as focus groups or interviews can be employed to collect qualitative data for further analysis. Using only the “super users” of the system to be respondents also creates the need for further research. As the action model suggests, components other than the two evaluated in this research, such as the RM department, the general users of the system, and the IT department, should also be analyzed in order to produce a thorough assessment of the EDRMS program. The RM personnel have more experience with the system's RM administration function such as auditing, cutting off records, and profiling user groups and records management functions such as scheduling and disposing records. General users of the system, who manage their own documents and records, may experience more or fewer difficulties when using the system and classifying records. Their opinions on the system should be able to both deepen and broaden the understanding about the program and its operation. Cooperation with the IT department is critical since the EDRMS manages
electronic documents and records and is implemented in an electronic and networked environment. Information collected from the IT department regarding how they view the EDRMS system and what experience and lessons learned in the process of implementing, operating, and maintaining the system from an IT perspective would greatly assist the evaluation of the EDRMS program.

The areas for further research suggested by program components (namely, the intervention and outcomes) include function-based classification, user needs analysis, and system customization as they presented themselves in the process of data analysis and discussions. Function-based records classification has been recently promoted as best practice in managing records and all the cases discussed in the chapter of literature review claimed their projects incorporated function-based classifications with the implemented EDRMS, but research on the construction, use and impact of the EDRMS on user experience has been little. User needs analysis is a relatively new topic in the records management professional. The importance of analyzing user needs has dramatically increased with the introduction of the EDRMS into organizations, which requires users to share some records responsibilities. More research on the balance between office productivity and management control needs to be carried out. System customization is a consideration relating to workflow analysis and also to user needs analysis. Most EDRMS are designed to be flexible to accommodate customization requirements and many of them have integrated workflow functions, but how and to what degree these functions can be integrated with records management requirements and customized to facilitate users' activities of
managing records has not been investigated in any comprehensive or systematic manner.

This chapter discusses findings reported in Chapter 4 and extracts implications from analysis between and among variables. These discussions and implications, together with the statistic summaries, form the foundation that allows conclusions to be drawn upon and recommendations to be made.
Chapter 6 Conclusions

This study has gathered some data that indicates that the implementation and operation of the EDRMS successfully meets the needs of the user group studied. For this group, the program has achieved, to a great degree, the goals set for it, that is, it has in broad measure achieved the desired outcomes. The high response rate of the questionnaire (83%) gives confidence to this conclusion, for it is unlikely that data about the experience of the few users in this group who did not respond would significantly change the picture. However, this general conclusion cannot be extended to all user groups in the city administration. Their experience of the system would have to be examined to draw such a conclusion. This is one methodological limitation of the current study. The expected outcomes were to enhance information sharing, to increase productivity, to allow for the production and maintenance of reliable and authentic records, and to reduce the volume of paper records. Fully 98% of respondents agree that the centralized documents/records repository facilitates information sharing, and 90% of them think the functions provided by the EDRMS help with their job tasks. Among the respondents who had worked in the city before the implementation of the system, 93% of them report that time has been reduced for searching and retrieving documents/records, 90% agree that the EDRMS has speeded up the completion of job tasks, and another 90% consider cooperation with other working units has become easier. While there are no standardized criteria for EDRMS success, it is fair to claim that these high agreement percentages demonstrate a very positive result of the implementation of the EDRMS.
However, not all of the measured outcomes have the same level of achievement. Within the comparison group, the agreement percentage regarding increased office productivity is a comparatively low one (73%) and the agreement percentage regarding reduced paper records volume is only 43%. While the evaluation was conducted under the guidance of the program theory, which allows the researcher to gain an understanding of why the outcomes occur, the reasons why long-time users think that the volume of paper records has not been reduced are not revealed. The volume of paper records is not controlled by the EDRMS, which simply supports the printing-out of electronic documents and records onto paper as users wish. The limitations caused by research methodological design and areas revealed during data analysis are identified for further research.

In contrast, the evaluation of program components, as they are identified by the program theory, gives some understanding of why the goal of office productivity is not fully achieved. The findings and analyses of these evaluated program components indicate the following factors that have a negative influence on productivity:

a) system functions: only 68% of the respondents, the majority of whom rate their computer skills very strong or strong, consider learning how to use the system is easy;
b) classification: only 46% of users agree classifying documents is easy
c) document locating: only 66% of users agree finding documents is easy;
d) e-mail management: only 52% of users agree that saving e-mail messages and their attachments is easy
Productivity obviously depends on both the system and the knowledge and ability of users of the system.

Records reliability and authenticity were measured based on users' understanding of records management concepts and practices. The assumption is that users' understanding of records management concepts and practices influences their attitudes towards their records management responsibilities. The study shows that, thanks to the training provided by the city's RM department, users generally clearly understand that profiling, classifying, and assigning access rights to records are necessary. However, there are a significant number of users who do not think declaring documents as records, which is a vital function for records management purposes, is necessary. This finding reveals that technology alone does not necessarily guarantee the assurance of records reliability and authenticity. The action of marking documents as records is not technically difficult, but, if users are not willing to perform it, records' reliability and authenticity cannot be fully protected. Moreover, since the decision of marking documents as records is decided by the action officers, there is a possibility that the city's business records are not adequately captured.

The analysis concludes that every evaluated program component, namely, the EDRMS, the trainings provided by the RM department, and the users of the system, plays an important and indispensable role in the implementation and operation of the EDRMS program. User acceptance of the system appears to be the most critical factor cultivating success, and only training addressing user
needs will lead to desired outcomes. This overarching conclusion confirms the experience reported in the implementation case studies.

User acceptance of the system is relevant to both documents and records management functions. The study strongly indicates that the best way to ensure user acceptance is to conduct careful user needs analysis. User needs analysis should include the analysis of user backgrounds, both their educational and professional experience, and the analysis of their specific job duties. The former can be accomplished through conducting user interviews, while the latter should be conducted taking into account the business units the user works or cooperates with. This suggests that the analysis of user job duties is logically linked to business process analysis. Business process analysis can be carried out focusing on outlining and defining steps in the current processes or on analyzing current processes with business re-engineering in mind, depending on organizational needs. This analysis should be carried out at an individual user level, as opposed to the unit level as the current practice has done.\textsuperscript{186} The analysis of user background and business processes forms the foundation for effective solutions. The system can be customized and technological assistance can be designed with specific user needs in mind. The analysis also enables user-friendly records management tools, such as function-based classification and business activity thesauri, and user-centered training materials and methods to be designed. Such

\textsuperscript{186} To solicit user inputs at the unit level and to include user representatives in the process of implementing an EDRMS, especially for constructing a file plan, are communicated and advocated by records management practitioners as best practice. See, for example, the articles about taxonomy in chapter 5, and also LynSne Downing, “Implementing EDMS: Putting People First,” \textit{Information Management Journal} 40, no. 3 (July/August 2006): 44-50.
user-centric solutions offer the best guarantee of avoiding the kinds of user resistance reported in the literature.

Conducting business process analysis generates other benefits. Contributing to knowledge management is one of them. Knowledge management divides knowledge as explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be articulated and communicated, and thus can be learned and disseminated easily. By contrast, tacit knowledge refers to personal experience, or "how-to" knowledge, which is normally difficult to capture and document.\textsuperscript{187} For example, as observed by records professionals, "business processes often reside in people's heads rather than in formalized writing."\textsuperscript{188} Tacit knowledge is believed to constitute the majority amount of knowledge, and it is the most valuable intellectual assets of the organization. The classic illustrative example for this point is the loss to organizations when employees leave. To capture tacit knowledge require first to identify the "knowers" of the knowledge, and conducting business process analysis can be a suitable time to identify them. Their expertise can then be documented in the process of identifying their needs for performing records management functions. It is also an action for fostering a culture of sharing.

Business process analysis can be initiated by the desire to implement an EDRMS or for other reasons, such as the need to develop business process/workflow applications or the more comprehensive business process

\textsuperscript{187} Fred Nickols, "The Knowledge in Knowledge Management (KM)," available from http://home.att.net/~nickols/Knowledge_in_KM.htm; Internet; accessed 20 August 2006.

\textsuperscript{188} Ibid., 49
management applications. In fact, these technologies, if they are designed properly as modules, can be integrated with applications such as EDRMS. The more effective technological infrastructure should put the management of documents and records behind the scene of business so that, whenever and wherever documents and records management tasks come up, both technological and records management assistance are available for users.

Conducting user needs analysis is of course not an easy task since careful user needs analysis places intensive demands on both human and financial resources. In this respect, intelligent user needs analysis presents a way for records managers to present a sound business case to gain management support.

Management controls over documents and records in an electronic environment is beyond a doubt necessary, and users' share of records management responsibilities in an EDRMS is inevitable. However, balance should be achieved between control and productivity, and conscious efforts to reduce extra work should be made based on user needs analysis. The need for this balance is apparent in the DoD5015.2 standard, as it stipulates controlling functions and at the same time requires the system to provide assistance to users.

In the end, technological advances and innovative approaches cannot replace sound records management concepts and principles, which should be embedded firmly in organizations' records management policies, and be endorsed by top management. Technologies and standards by themselves do not fix poor records
management practices, nor does it automatically increase office productivity. Accommodating user needs also does not mean giving users whatever they want. Their needs should be meshed with the business and records management needs of the entire organization, which inevitably means making choices and compromises. It is also true that it is management's responsibility to ensure that users know how to use the system and follow requirements, as one respondent reported: "In my opinion, the real problem with [the EDRMS] is the lack of enforcement by management. The system is brilliant. The people who use it (or not use it as they should) are causing the problem." (Respondent ID50)
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Appendices

Appendix A Questionnaire

INSTRUCTIONS

- The questionnaire consists of three parts.
- Please complete Part I and Part II (questions 1 - 30).
- Please complete Part III (questions 31-35) only if you have worked for the City for more than 10 years.
- Please place a tick mark in the space next to the answer you select.
- Please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided with this questionnaire.

Part I: General Information

1. How long have you worked for the City?
   
   _ Fewer than 10 years (inclusive)
   _ More than 10 years

2. How long have you used [the EDRMS]?
   
   _ 1
   _ 2-4
   _ 5-7
   _ 8-10

3. How would you rate your computer skills?
   
   _ Very Strong
   _ Strong
   _ Sufficient for job requirements
   _ Weak
   _ Very Weak

End of Part I.
Please go to Part II on the next page.
Part II: Your Experience of Using [the EDRMS]

Please select the answer that most closely matches your level of agreement with each statement.

4. The [EDRMS] interface is easy to use.
   ___ Strongly Agree
   ___ Agree
   ___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   ___ Disagree
   ___ Strongly Disagree

5. The applications (e.g., Microsoft Office) accessed through [the EDRMS] are sufficient for doing my job.
   ___ Strongly agree
   ___ Agree
   ___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   ___ Disagree
   ___ Strongly Disagree

6. Saving all city documents and records in [the EDRMS] facilitates information sharing among departments/divisions/sections.
   ___ Strongly agree
   ___ Agree
   ___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   ___ Disagree
   ___ Strongly Disagree

7. Creating profiles for documents is necessary.
   ___ Strongly agree
   ___ Agree
   ___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   ___ Disagree
   ___ Strongly Disagree
8. Supplying a descriptive title when profiling documents is easy.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

9. Selecting security options when profiling documents is easy.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

10. “Modify Security” is useful for sharing information (when full access is assigned to the document) and protecting confidentiality (when selected access rights are assigned to the document)

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree
___ I’m not aware of “Modify Security”

11. Classifying documents when profiling documents is necessary.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

12. Classifying documents is easy.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree
If you selected “Neutral”, “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree” when answering question #12, please answer question #13 and then continue with question #14. If you selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” to question #12, please go to question #14.

13. It is difficult to classify documents because (select all that apply)

- there are too many levels and too many choices in the file classification system
- not all of the primaries (categories) in the file classification system are self-explanatory to me, and the explanations (scope notes) of the categories are not linked to these categories
- “Recently Used Files” is not helpful
- the file classification system does not accommodate my needs
- other (please specify)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

14. Setting fields in the document profile with default values reduces the time of profiling documents.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- I am not aware of default values

15. Finding documents or records in [the EDRMS] is easy.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neutral
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
16. My preferred methods of retrieving documents or records in [the EDRMS] are (select all that apply)

- Single field search in the profile (e.g., document number or author or title)
- Multi-fields search in the profile (e.g., document number and author and title)
- Recently Edited Documents
- Browsing the file classification system
- Advanced Search (easy search, content search, custom search)

17. "Quick Searches" are convenient because the queries I formulate can be saved for later use or edited for new use.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- I am not aware of "Quick Searches"

18. Sorting search results (e.g., sorting by columns like document title) helps me find desired documents and/or records.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- I’m not aware of sorting search results

19. "Project Folders" are useful since it allows me to group my documents and/or records together as I wish.

- Strongly agree
- Agree
- Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
20. Attaching documents or records in [the EDRMS] to an e-mail message is easy.

__ Strongly Agree
__ Agree
__ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
__ Disagree
__ Strongly Disagree

21. Saving e-mail messages in [the EDRMS] is easy.

__ Strongly Agree
__ Agree
__ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
__ Disagree
__ Strongly Disagree

22. Saving email messages that have attachments in [the EDRMS] is easy.

__ Strongly Agree
__ Agree
__ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
__ Disagree
__ Strongly Disagree

23. “History” is useful because it includes information about a document and what has happened to it since it was created (e.g., information about who accessed it and when)

__ Strongly Agree
__ Agree
__ Neutral
__ Disagree
__ Strongly Disagree
__ I’m not aware of “History”

24. In general, the functions provided by [the EDRMS] help me with my job tasks.

__ Strongly agree
__ Agree
__ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
__ Disagree
__ Strongly Disagree
25. It is important to have a staff person in each department with assigned responsibility to manage documents and records.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

26. Using the titling guidelines facilitates document and records retrieval.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

27. Assistance from the City's [RM Department] (such as training sessions, manuals and brochures, and help provided through phone calls) has been necessary for my understanding and use of [the EDRMS].

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

28. The following types of assistance have been most valuable to me (select all that apply)

___ Classroom computer training
___ One-on-one instruction (including telephone and on-site)
___ Training videos (TV snacks) on the Intranet
___ Manuals and brochures
___ Other (please specify)
29. The assistance currently provided by the [RM Department] for using [the EDRMS] is

___ Extremely helpful
___ Helpful
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Not helpful
___ Totally useless

30. Learning how to use [the EDRMS] has been easy.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree

31. When using documents in [the EDRMS], I trust them as reliable information sources.

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree
___ I have never thought about this.

32. "Mark as a Record" is a necessary feature of [the EDRMS].

___ Strongly agree
___ Agree
___ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
___ Disagree
___ Strongly Disagree
___ I'm not aware of "Mark as Record"

End of Part II.
Please go to Part III on the next page.
Part III: Section for Employees of More Than 10 Years

If you selected "More than 10 years" when answering question #1, please answer the following additional questions:

In comparison with the situation before [the EDRMS] was implemented, I find that

33. less time is needed to retrieve documents or records.
   __ Strongly agree
   __ Agree
   __ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   __ Disagree
   __ Strongly Disagree

34. the volume of paper records is reduced.
   __ Strongly agree
   __ Agree
   __ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   __ Disagree
   __ Strongly Disagree

35. using [the EDRMS] speeds up my completion of work, because I now can access documents and records (that I have the right to see) from any computers that are connected to the City’s computer network, regardless of time or location.
   __ Strongly agree
   __ Agree
   __ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   __ Disagree
   __ Strongly Disagree

36. co-operating with other departments becomes easier, because I now can access documents and records created by other departments/division/sections, and vice versa.
   __ Strongly agree
   __ Agree
   __ Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
   __ Disagree
   __ Strongly Disagree
37. my office productivity has increased.

    [ ] Strongly agree
    [ ] Agree
    [ ] Neutral (neither agree nor disagree)
    [ ] Disagree
    [ ] Strongly Disagree

End of the Questionnaire.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND CO-OPERATION.